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From Plate to Plough: Agri-futures, like China

In November, prices of most major kharif crops crashed below their respective minimum support
prices (MSPs), triggering farm distress. One of the many reasons behind this situation is that
planting decisions of our farmers are based on last year’s prices, rather than the prices expected
at the time of harvest. Signals indicating future prices are largely absent as agri-futures have been
decimated by excessive controls and regulation. It is time to think afresh and resurrect agri-futures
in India.

In 2003, the Atal Bihari Vajpayee government’s decisions to allow futures markets in India — after
a long gap — was hailed as a big and bold step towards better price discovery for farmers. This, in
turn, was supposed to help farmers take informed planting decisions. In the initial years — 2003-
2007 — agri-futures did show promising growth. But around 2007-2008, they were hit by the
global food price crisis. Agri-futures picked up momentum again and peaked in 2011-2012.
However, since then, there has been heavy government intervention in agri-futures with higher
margin requirements as well as absolute suspensions, resulting in their near collapse.

Chinese agri-futures have had a contrasting trajectory. The agri-futures market was introduced in
the early 1990s in China. It struggled for a decade, but thereafter Chinese agri-futures had such a
robust growth that by 2016, it was at the top of global chart, crossing the 1,000 million mark,
dwarfing India’s 20 million contracts in the process.

What lessons can India learn from China in order to promote its agri-futures and help its farmers in
better price discovery? Very briefly, China experimented with several things, including inviting
experts from the Chicago Board of Trade in the US, rationalising commodities and exchanges by
closing down trade in many items and focusing on a few farm products, especially the less
sensitive ones. However, to understand India’s story better, we need to look at the perceptions
and actions of three key stakeholders: Policy-makers, regulators (FMC/SEBI), and commodity
exchanges. A pre-requisite for the development of a agri-futures market is to have a stable policy
environment.
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The government, including the regulator, should provide a favourable environment for the futures
trade to flourish. Commodity exchanges have to invest in designing appropriate contracts for
business development. Abrupt interventions, with frequent changes in stocking restrictions on
private trade, have reduced the prospects of agri-futures in India. We collated information about
various interventions related to margins and suspensions since 2003 and found that suspensions
of agri-futures, as well as high margins, have been targeted more towards commodities that are
perceived as sensitive in the common man’s food basket (See graph). For example, tur, urad, rice
have been suspended for more than a decade now. High margins for sensitive commodities, for
example, 100 per cent for potato (August 2014), 95 per cent for chana (June 2016) and 70 per
cent for sugar (September 2016) reflect the government’s intention of blocking their futures trade.

So, if one has to develop agri-futures in India, the first lesson is to stay away from sensitive
commodities (for example, common rice, wheat, most pulses, and even sugar), at least for some
time, till futures gain momentum and some depth. It would be prudent to focus on less sensitive
commodities like oilseed complex (oilseeds, meals, and oils), feed (maize), cotton, basmati rice
and spices. Once markets are developed and the regulator has a higher degree of comfort, the
country can diversify to other commodities in the agri-futures portfolio. This is what China also
seems to have done. The largest volumes in agri-futures have come from oilseeds. This points to
the significance of the regulator’s role: Giving a clear direction in terms of the choice of
commodities, and then staying the course by adopting a stable policy with minimal interventions.

Second, for the government to be assured that speculators are not rigging markets, the regulator
should allow only delivery-based contracts, at least till markets deepen. This is another lesson
from the Chinese experience: All agri-commodities traded at the Dalian Commodity Exchange are
physical-delivery based.

Third, like its Chinese counterpart, the government of India should encourage state trading
enterprises (STEs) to trade on the agri-futures platform. This will boost the government’s
confidence in agri-futures as it will have ample information from its STEs. In China, STEs, the
China National Cereals, Oils and Foodstuffs Corporation (COFCO) for example, have a major
presence in the agri-futures’ markets. COFCO is directly administered by China’s State Council
and is the largest food processor, manufacturer and largest exporter and importer in the country. It
trades in agri-commodities like soybean oil and meal, palm oil, cotton and sugar in the futures
market. India’s STEs like the MMTC, STC, PEC or even the FCI can participate on the agri-futures
platform in a similar manner, helping it to deepen.

Lastly, it has to be recognised that developing agri-futures is as much the responsibility of the
regulator as that of commodity exchanges, and both need to work in harmony for the benefit of
various stakeholders, especially farmers who need useful information about future prices for their
products while they are planting those crops. Can the Narendra Modi government take bold
decisions to revive the legacy of the Vajpayee government and scale new heights in agri-futures,
say 200 million contracts by 2022? Remember, China crossed the billion mark in 2015.
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Aravallis are to be Delineated in the Entire NCR
Aravallis are to be Delineated in the Entire NCR

Shamli District of Uttar Pradesh is Now Part of NCR

Efforts of the Board Can Only Bring Results if the Participating States Work

Accordingly: Hardeep Puri

NCRPB is a Unique Example of Inter-State & Inter-Agency Coordination & Regional

Development in the Country

37th Meeting of the National Capital Region Planning Board

 The “forests” should be identified as per the Orders of the Supreme Court and the

“Aravallis” are to be delineated in the entire NCR, as per the earlier decisions of the

Board w.r.t adopting the parameters/ ‘specific areas’ of MoEF notification dated

07.05.1992. Accordingly, the work on NCZ delineation needs to be expeditiously finalized

by NCR participating States, with verification of State revenue records and reports be

submitted to the Board. This was decided in the 37th meeting of the National Capital

Region Planning Board (NCRPB) which was held here today. The meeting chaired by

Shri Hardeep Singh Puri, Minister of State(IC), Housing & Urban Affairs and attended by

Shri Manoharlal Khattar, Chief Minister Haryana; Shri Suresh Kumar Khanna, Minister of

Urban Development, Uttar Pradesh; Shri Satyendra Jain, Minister of Public Works

Department, NCT Delhi also approved the inclusion of Shamli district of Uttar Pradesh in

NCR. Sh Durga Shankar Mishra, Secretary (HUA), Govt. of India, Chief Secretary, Govt.

of Haryana, Member Secretary, NCRPB and other senior officers of the Central Govt.,

and NCR participating States also attended the meeting.

            Addressing the meeting, Sh Puri stated that the NCR Planning Board is a unique

example of inter-state and inter-agency coordination and regional development in the

country and calls for special attention to address its needs and challenges. The Minister

emphasized on the need of detailing of Regional Plan in the Sub Regional Plans and said

that provisions and policies of Regional Plan are for betterment of region as a whole and

need to be followed in letter and spirit. He indicated that while Functional Plans for NCR

on Economic Development and Drainage were released by the Board in 2016, States

need to be forthcoming in benefitting from the same and should prepare and implement

projects & programs in line with same.
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The Board considered the proposal of Govt. of U.P. for inclusion of Shamli district in NCR

and stated that with addition to NCR, the provisions of NCRPB Act will be applicable.

Accordingly, for any financial assistance for these districts, the requisite Sub Regional

Plans have to be in place. It was also discussed that as the horizon year of the current

Regional Plan was fast approaching, NCRPB is already in process of initiating the works

for preparation of next Regional Plan with horizon of another 20-25 years. Hence, NCR

States should keenly participate and have a common vision for the development of the

NCR. The Board also took stock of progress made in Regional Rapid Transit System

(RRTS), which was conceived by the NCRPB, and is now being implemented by NCRTC.

Chairman urged the participating States to come together and resolve their issues

amicably for RRTS to become a trend-setter in the field of regional transport in the

country. It was agreed that a Delineation study needs to be carried out for further

inclusion/exclusion of Districts to/from NCR and that States may expedite submission of

their comments on broad parameters to be taken up for same.

It was decided that NCR participating States need to expedite preparation of the Sub-

Regional Plans for newly added districts and complete the works by March 2018.

Chairman clarified that all districts need to have SRP without which the NCRPB funding

would not be possible for projects in these districts. NCRPB may be considered as a

Financial Institution (FI) to play pivotal role in infrastructure development of Smart Cities

in NCR and its Counter Magnet Areas.  Govt. of Delhi was requested to expedite its

approval for DPR on Delhi- Meerut RRTS corridor, to help faster implementation of the

project.

Shri Puri mentioned that interest rates offered by NCRPB for infrastructure development

projects are most attractive and NCRPB has achieved a new feat in 2016-17 by

disbursing loan of Rs. 1654 crores in a single year which is highest since inception of the

Board. He also informed that during first nine months of the current year, the Board has

already disbursed loan of Rs.1276 crores and has a plan to achieve a target of Rs.2000

crore in this financial year.  He urged the States to continue taking benefit of the low

interest rates offered by the Board for facilitating the physical and social infrastructure

projects in their respective States.

****

RJ

END
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An uncertain energy future

The government faces a renewable energy trilemma. It has set itself a target of quadrupling the
generation capacity of solar energy by 2022 and shifting the production of new automotive
vehicles from the internal combustion model to electric vehicles (EV) by 2030. In parallel, it wants
the clean energy industry to develop within the framework of its “Make in India” agenda. Finally, it
wants to reduce the country’s dependence on energy and energy-related imports.

The trilemma is that it cannot achieve all three of these objectives, as matters stand today. It can,
conceivably, meet its solar energy and EV targets but only if it allows the industry to trawl the
international market for the cheapest sources of polysilicon, photovoltaic (PV) modules and
lithium-ion batteries to ensure competitiveness. PV panels account for 60 per cent of the cost of
solar power and lithium-ion batteries 40 per cent of the costs of an EV. Currently, China dominates
the market for all three products. On the other hand, it can promote its objectives of “Make in
India” and energy self-reliance but only by imposing tariffs, and/or anti-dumping duties, on the
imports of these products. The consequential impact will be higher costs and the
uncompetitiveness of solar energy generation and EV production. This would deter consumers
from shifting to these cleaner alternatives and the government may have to forego its generation
targets. In short, the government can at best achieve only two of its three objectives.

The government has set itself the target of increasing the generation capacity of solar energy from
the current approximately 15 GW to 100 GW by 2022. The breakdown of this target (as originally
indicated) was 60 GW from utility scale solar power through solar farms greater than 1 MW and
interconnected to the high-voltage transmission grid and 40 GW from distributed solar of less than
1 MW and connected to the low-voltage distribution grid. (It is hoped that another 3 GW will be
generated “off grid”.) This target was, and is, an ambitious goal but the progress to date has been
commendable.

The generation capacity of solar, at the time these goals were announced, was barely 2.5 GW.
Today, there are 11.5 GW of capacity under construction and another 5.6 GW of tenders on the
anvil pending auction. Had the government not set itself such a high bar, it would deserve
commendation for this rate of growth. But not so against its own target. At this rate, it will not
achieve its goal. It will have to pick up the pace but doing so will not be easy. For, the economic
circumstances have tightened in recent months. The prices of PV modules have increased sharply
(14 per cent in 2017 over 2016) because of a sharp increase in Chinese demand (China installed
45 GW of solar capacity in 2016/17, more than the aggregate of what it has installed over the past
decade); the GST tax rate is higher than expected; and the bugbears of land acquisition,
permitting and contract enforcement have yet to be satisfactorily resolved.

On electric vehicles, the government has set itself an even more audacious objective. It wants to
replace all new cars with electric vehicles by 2030. Two cabinet ministers have gone public with
this objective. The underlying purpose is to contain vehicular emissions. This is a laudable
objective. But the actual target stretches credulity. The International Energy Agency (IEA) has
estimated, for instance, that India would need to sell more than five times (that is, 10 million) the
number of EVs that are currently on the road worldwide. Furthermore, and perhaps more relevant,
this goal cannot be achieved without creating the enabling eco-system for the wave of associated
investments, regulatory changes, innovative financing and partnerships that will be required to
achieve the commensurate scale-up. Thus, for instance, the government would have to find the
land for establishing the network of charging stations, align the charging protocols and standards,
create the financial instruments for low-cost financing and credit guarantees and, if Tesla’s current
experience offers any insight, it would have to bring on board the incumbent automobile
manufacturers. Tesla is facing huge cost and time overruns because it did not have the
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experience to manage its supply chain effectively.

The above targets will be difficult to achieve even if the government does clear the domestic
hurdles related to land acquisition, financing costs, conflicting regulatory standards and
inconsistent policy. The task is further complicated by a dynamic that is specific to the solar and
EV industry: The near monopoly of China over the production of the critical raw materials and
components required for the growth of the solar and EV industry. Currently, China has
approximately 50 per cent of the global market share of polysilicon; 80 per cent for PV modules
and 55 per cent for lithium-ion battery cells (and based on existing investments already made, this
will increase to 75 per cent by 2021). China invested hugely in these materials and components in
anticipation of the growth of the renewables energy market and whilst today, a number of the
Chinese companies that made this early investment are struggling to survive because prices have
fallen more sharply than they expected, the cheapest source of supplies of these products is still
out of China. The CIF price of Chinese materials landed in India is significantly cheaper than the
prices offered by our domestic producers. One should also note that, given that the Chinese
investments are “sunk” and that there is global “overcapacity” of polysilicon and PV modules, the
economics of greenfield investment by our domestic industry makes, prima facie, no sense.

So what should we do? Our industry does not have the incentive to create indigenous capacity.
And, if the government were to offer subsidies, tax credit and cheap financing, the policy would fly
in the face of “good economics”. But in the absence of such incentives and the creation of a
domestic industry for polysilicon, PV modules, and lithium-ion batteries, India would have to tie its
“energy future” inextricably to the policies of China. Can it afford to do that?

This is not an easy trilemma to resolve. Choices will have to made, trade-offs considered. But as a
first step, it should carry out a strategic and comparative value analysis of the three objectives and
rank order them. Maybe one of them will have to be dropped.
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The Brahmaputra conundrum

“The Brahmaputra is an important resource for India’s own water diversion plans – the national
river interlinking project.” The Brahmaputra river in Morigaon district, Assam.   | Photo Credit: Ritu
Raj Konwar

The news that China is planning to divert the waters of the Yarlung Tsangpo (the upper stream of
India’s Brahmaputra) to its water-starved Xinjiang province is hardly surprising. It has been a long-
standing part of the grand South-North Water Transfer project conceptualised as early as in the
1950s by Mao Zedong and somewhat grandly restated in Li Ling’s 2005 book Tibet’s Water will
Save China.

Understanding the Brahmaputra and the annual flooding in Assam

Indian and Bangladeshi water experts have, understandably, raised alarm bells over the plan for
the adverse impacts it would have on downstream areas. For India, national security implications
also follow as the Yarlung Tsangpo also flows into a disputed border region with China. Thus far,
China has denied all claims of going ahead with the proposal on account of engineering difficulties
and high-cost implications. However, as per the latest development, despite denials from the
Chinese authorities, there is strong speculation that plans for a 1000 km-long tunnel are being
tested in order to transfer water from the Yarlung Tsangpo in Tibet to Xinjiang. Given this mix of
Chinese denial and Indian apprehension, how should Indian strategists react?

Understanding the Chinese psyche vis-à-vis its transboundary rivers and political relations is a
prerequisite to informing the Indian response. There are four critical points that emerge from the
history of interactions over water between China and India. One, the Brahmaputra agreement
between China and India is a suboptimal arrangement within broader bilateral relations. As per the
current agreement, China has thus far agreed to share hydrological data on the Yarlung
Tsangpo/Brahmaputra (YTB) during the monsoon season. Why did China agree to cooperate in
the first place when it has clearly resisted doing so for years, and with other riparian countries
through which the Mekong flows? One of the explanations could be that this gesture of
cooperation aligns well with China’s broader political strategy of portraying an image of a
‘responsible neighbour’. Despite two decades of negotiation, further cooperation on water,
however, is in a state of a deadlock. The agreement, at best, is a piecemeal discount offered by
China.

Two, discussions over the YTB have often been overshadowed by the border dispute. Sino-Indian
history is replete with examples wherein despite tense bilateral relations, cooperation over
transboundary rivers has occurred. For instance, despite border incursion by the Chinese army in
the Depsang Valley in Ladakh in 2013, China and India went ahead to sign the extension of the
2002 Memorandum of Understanding on data sharing on the Brahmaputra river. However, there
has been no progress in discussing more pressing issues of who has the right to how much water
and the impact of dams and diversions on the upper reaches of the river. In the past couple of
years, instances of border incursions before ministerial-level meetings between India and China
have often been witnessed.

Three, departing from the past, China’s approach to transboundary water sharing is shifting
towards multilateral arrangements. In 2015, China signed the Lancang-Mekong Cooperation
(LMC) framework along with five other countries through which the Mekong flows. This China-led
multilateral agreement is an alternative to the Asian Development Bank-led Mekong River
Commission, which China never signed. The LMC aligns with China’s Belt and Road Initiative and
focuses on land and water connectivity, besides river management. In South Asia, China has been
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insistent in establishing greater ties with Bangladesh on flood forecasting, water technologies, and
water management. In 2016, a mainstream Chinese newspaper highlighted China’s willingness
towards multilateral cooperation on the YTB. India, on the other hand, prefers bilateral relations,
as it has with Pakistan, Nepal, Bhutan, and Bangladesh. India and Bangladesh already have a
stressed relationship over Teesta river sharing, whereas China is cooperating more with
Bangladesh on water issues. China charges approximately $125,000 for the data it provides to
India; at the same time, it sends similar data to Bangladesh for free. By way of improving
relationship with Bangladesh, China could well be aiming to encircle India to reach a deal on the
sharing of YTB that favours China’s objective of economic expansionism.

Four, the Indian approach to the YTB issue is influenced by developmental imperatives and
domestic politics. The Brahmaputra is an important resource for India’s own water diversion plans
– the national river interlinking project – and is considered a powerhouse to meet India’s energy
demands in the future. India tends to play the lower riparian card to gain sympathy from its
domestic political constituencies, especially of Assam and Arunachal Pradesh. Bangladesh and
Pakistan have criticised India for being hypocritical in its approach with China, as India has been
seen as an ‘alleged bully’ in sharing waters with them. While the concerns regarding Chinese
diversion plans may be genuine, India also maintains the ‘China threat’ to a certain extent to veil
its own administrative lapses and justify dam-building activities to its domestic audience.

A decade ago, India started planning multiple hydropower projects on the Brahmaputra as a
reactive strategy against Chinese dam-building activities on the upper reaches of the river. This
strategy is informed by the international law of ‘prior appropriation’, which states that the first user
gets the rights to continue using that quantity of water.

India will need to be more adept in responding to Brahmaputra river-related issues. First, it needs
to clearly envision the desired end goal and strategic outcomes for dealing with impending water
conflicts. Second, it needs to de-emphasise China’s role for the time being and restrengthen its
relationship with Bangladesh. It needs to push the impending Teesta river agreement and restore
its image as a responsible upper riparian. Third, India needs to mirror its strength and firmness in
negotiations with China on water rights, as it did in the case of the Doklam stand-off and in
opposing the Belt and Road Initiative, rather than projecting itself as a victim.

Sonali Mittra is Associate Fellow, Observer Research Foundation and Academy Fellow, Chatham
House London

The definition of harassment needs to be constantly updated, and the process for justice made
more robust
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Interaction with State Governments for expeditious expansion of City Gas Distribution (CGD)
networks in the Country
Interaction with State Governments for expeditious expansion of City Gas Distribution
(CGD) networks in the Country

The Government of India has envisaged ushering a Gas Based economy by increasing
the share of natural gas in primary energy mix of the country from current level to 15% in
coming years. In order to move forward, the Government has put thrust in enhancing
domestic gas production, encouraging the import of Liquefied Natural Gas (LNG),
completion of national gas grid and speedier roll out of City Gas Distribution (CGD)
network in the country.

Today, the Ministry of Petroleum & Natural Gas (MoP&NG) has organised an interaction
session under the chairmanship of Shri Dharmendra Pradhan, Minister (PNG&SDE) with
the all stakeholders to expand the coverage of CGD networks in the country. Senior
officials of the Ministry and various State Governments, Chairperson and Members of the
Petroleum & Natural Gas Regulatory Board (PNGRB), and representatives of the Gas
industry including CGD companies were present in the session. The efforts made by the
Governemnt sofar were highlighted to all. The Central Government has already accorded
priority in domestic gas allocation to PNG (Domestic) and CNG (Transport) segment to all
CGD networks so as to ensure the availability of an environment friendly clean cooking
and transport fuel at an affordable price to the people. In order to expedite the expansion
of PNG networks, the Government through the Ministry of Urban Development (MoUD)
has also advised the States to rationalize the permissions processes for laying CGD
infrastructure in the cities.

At present, 31 City Gas Distribution (CGD) entities are operating CGD networks in 81
cities. These entities have connected about 39.8 lakh households which are availing the
benefit of eco-friendly cooking fuel. Government/PNGRB has identified about 140
possible Geographical Areas (GAs) in 21 states where work to develop CGD network can
be started in the near future.

Hon’ble Prime Minister has given a target of connecting 1 Crore Households with PNG
Connection. In order to have a holistic development of CGD sector in the States, views of
all stakeholders including State Governments and others will be factored in while firming
up GA’s. •The development of CGD networks in the planned Geographical Areas have
the potential to generate direct employment opportunity to about 60,000 people at the
total investment of about Rs.21000 Cr. in the next 5 years.

Minister (PNG&SDE) urged all to work in synchronization for the development of Gas
based economy in the country. He said that CGD should not be seen only as an urban
facility. We need to link it to rural areas, industries, food processing units, etc. He
emphasised that state Governments should actively participate in this to make it a
success and develop Indian Gas sector.
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100 million Soil Health Card distributed to farmers in the first phase (2015-2017): Agriculture
Minister
100 million Soil Health Card distributed to farmers in the first phase (2015-2017):
Agriculture Minister

Shri Radha Mohan Singh launches Soil Health Card (SHC) Mobile App

Shri Radha Mohan Singh addresses farmers on the occasion of World Soil Day in Jhajjar,
Haryana

On the occasion of World Soil Day, Union Agriculture and Farmers Welfare Minister Shri
Radha Mohan Singh said that the objective of SHC is to provide information about the
Soil Health to 120 million farm holdings in the country. The Agriculture Minister stated it
while addressing farmers on the occasion of World Soil Day in Jhajjar, Haryana today. It
is worth mentioning that every year World Soil Day is celebrated on 5th December. In
India, Soil Health Card scheme was launched in February 2015 in Rajasthan. The
Minister said that Soil Health Card mobile App has been launched today to help the
farmers. The app will benefit field-level workers as it will automatically capture GIS
coordinates while registering sample details at the time of sample collection in the field
and indicate the location from where the sample has been collected.

This app works like other Geotagging apps developed for the Rashtriya Krishi Vikas
Yojana. The app contains farmers’ details including name, Aadhaar card number, mobile
number, gender, address, crop details, etc.

Shri Singh said that SHC informs farmers about nutrients status of the soils along with
the recommendation on appropriate dosage of nutrients to improve soil health and
fertility. A farm will get the soil card once in every 2 years so that nutrients deficiency can
be regularly detected and improved. He said that the imbalanced use of fertilizers
damages the fields and reduces production. The Minister informed that in the first phase
(2015-17) 100 million SHCs have been distributed so far. The aim of the Ministry is to
provide SHC to all 120 million farm holdings by December, 2017. The second phase
began on May 1, 2017, and will continue for the year 2017 to 2019.

The Agriculture Minister said that the key features of Soil Health Card include a uniform
approach to collect samples and test them in the laboratory, covering all the land in the
country and renew SHC every two years. This scheme is being implemented in
collaboration with State Governments. GPS based soil sample collection has been made
compulsory to monitor the changes in soil and to prepare a systematic database to
compare them with the past years’. The Minister further said the online registration of
samples and test results are uploaded on the National Portal of the Soil Health Card.
Based on the test results, the system automatically calculates the recommendations.

Shri Singh said that Soil Health Card is prepared in 14 local languages and distributed to
the farmers. The Minister expressed happiness over the preparation of SHC in the local
dialect. Now the SHC can be prepared in local dialects such as Kumaoni, Garhwali,
Khasi, and Garo. He said that farmers should use nutrients on their farms as per the
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recommendations in the card. This will reduce the cost of production and increase the
output and income of the farmers.

The Agriculture Minister informed that the SHC portal has been linked to the Integrated
Fertilizer Management System (iFMS) and distribution of fertilizers has started in 16
districts on the basis Soil Health Card recommendation as a pilot scheme. It is worth
mentioning that on the Occasion of World Soil Day, programs are being organized in all
the districts at the state level to generate awareness about Soil Health. Talking about the
progress of SHC distribution in Haryana, the Minister informed that in the first phase, the
aim was to distribute SHC to 43.6 lakh farmers and so far 28.92 lakh farmers have been
provided SHC. The remaining are being distributed. To promote SHC, various initiatives
are being organized by state governments and ICAR, its institutions and Krishi Vigyan
Kendras to promote Soil Health Card scheme.
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India has one of the strongest national agricultural research systems in the world: Shri Radha
Mohan Singh
India has one of the strongest national agricultural research systems in the world: Shri
Radha Mohan Singh

India taken up the initiative for the establishment of 150 Seed Hubs for pulses: Shri Singh

Shri Radha Mohan Singh addresses the representatives at the 5th Regional Coordination
Meeting of ICARDA-South Asia & China Regional Program

Union Agriculture and Farmers Welfare Minister, Shri Radha Mohan Singh expressed

happiness about his participation in 5th Regional Coordination meeting of ICARDA’s

South Asia & China Regional Program on “Strategic Partnership towards enhancing Food

and Nutritional Security in South Asia & China”. The Representatives from Afghanistan,

Bhutan, Bangladesh, China, Ethiopia, Egypt, India, Morocco, Nepal, Pakistan, and Sudan

participated in this meeting where South-South cooperation in agricultural research for

development was discussed. It is being organised at NASC Complex, Pusa, New Delhi.

Shri Singh said that this forum presents an invaluable opportunity for Member Countries

to once again reaffirm their commitment towards ensuring food and nutritional security

through alleviation of poverty and hunger, in the region, as well as globally.

India’s strengths in agriculture are many and diverse. We boast of one of the strongest

national agricultural research systems in the world. Geographically, we have the second-

largest arable area, and as many as 127 diverse agro-climatic zones, thereby giving India

global leadership in several crops. We are second globally, in terms of production of rice,

wheat, fish, fruits and vegetables. India is also the world’s biggest milk producer. Even

our horticulture sector has shown an average growth of 5.5% annually over the last

decade.

Despite all this, challenges persist in Indian agriculture. Farmers are our primary

stakeholders, and keeping this in mind, we have launched many new initiatives to

increase our farm yield and double our farmers’ income by raising their socio-economic

status.

Union Agriculture Minister said that India has taken up the initiative for the establishment

of 150 Seed Hubs for pulses, ensuring timely availability of sufficient quantity of quality

seeds. The establishment of seed hubs for other crops is also being undertaken.
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Shri Singh said that Indian approach to partnership with African nations in agriculture is

driven by the aim of South-South Cooperation through research for development,

capacity building, access to Indian market, and support to Indian investments in

agriculture in Africa. ICARDA has considerable experience of working closely with most

African countries to deliver science-led technologies for the benefit of farmers, and can

act as a catalyst in this endeavor under an India-Africa-ICARDA initiative.

Shri Singh said that some coordinating centres like the National Food Security Mission

(NFSM), National Horticulture Mission (NHM) and National Mission on Oilseeds and Oil

Palm (NMOOP) are being implemented to ensure food and nutritional security in the

country. India envisages ICARDA’s Food Legume Research Platform (FLRP) under this

domain as well. India and ICARDA have had a long-standing collaboration in the field of

agricultural research and development, which has only strengthened significantly over the

years.

Union Agriculture Minister said that at present ICARDA collaborates with 8 ICAR

institutions and 15 State Agricultural Universities, and has introduced several thousand

landraces, wild species and newly developed breeding lines to India of the its mandated

crops, and shared with its partners. Shri Singh further informed that India remains one of

the biggest global importers of ICARDA germplasm for research.

Shri Singh said this year, India-ICARDA collaboration peaked another level when the

Union Cabinet of India, chaired by the hon’ble Prime Minister Shri. Narendra Modi,

approved granting an international status under the United Nations (Privileges and

Immunities) Act, 1947, to ICARDA in India, and supported the establishment of Satellite

Hubs in West Bengal (exclusively for pulses) and Rajasthan (for NRM research on

forages including spineless cactus, management of rangelands and silvi-pasture,

developing models for improving crop-water productivity and conservation agriculture).
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ISA to become a Treaty-based International Intergovernmental organization tomorrow
ISA to become a Treaty-based International Intergovernmental organization tomorrow

46 countries sign and 19 ratify the Framework Agreement of ISA

In terms of its Framework Agreement, with ratification by Guinea as the 15th country on 6th

November 2017, the International Solar Alliance (ISA) will become a treaty-based international
intergovernmental organization tomorrow on 6th December 2017. The ISA, headquartered in
India, has its Secretariat located in the campus of National Institute of Solar Energy, Gwalpahari,
Gurgaon, Haryana.    

 

The ISA is an Indian initiative, jointly launched by the Prime Minister of India, Shri Narendra Modi
and the President of France on 30th November 2015 in Paris, on the sidelines of COP-21, the UN
Climate Conference. It aims at addressing obstacles to deployment at scale of solar energy
through better harmonization and aggregation of demand from solar rich countries lying fully or
partially between the Tropic of Cancer and Tropic of Capricorn. As of date, 46 countries have
signed and 19 countries have ratified the Framework Agreement of ISA.

 

Signatory Countries (46)

Australia, Bangladesh. Benin, Brazil, Burkina Faso, Cambodia, Chile, Costa Rica, Democratic
Republic of Congo, Comoros, Cote d’Ivoire, Djibouti, Cuba, Dominican Republic, Ethiopia,
Equatorial Guiana, Fiji, France, Gabonese Republic, Ghana, Guinea, Guinea Bissau, India,
Kiribati, Liberia, Madagascar, Malawi, Mali, Mauritius, Nauru, Niger, Nigeria, Peru, Rwanda,
Senegal, Seychelles, Somalia, South Sudan, Sudan, Tanzania, Tonga, Togolese Republic,
Tuvalu, UAE, Vanuatu, and Venezuela

 

Ratifying Countries (19)

India, France, Australia, Bangladesh, Comoros, Cuba, Fiji, Guinea, Ghana, Malawi, Mali,
Mauritius, Nauru, Niger, Peru, Seychelles, Somalia, South Sudan, and Tuvalu

 

ISA Interim Secretariat has been operational as a de-facto organization since 25th January, 2016. 
Three programmes - Scaling Solar Applications for Agriculture Use, Affordable Finance at
Scale, and Scaling Solar Mini-grids - have been launched. These programmes will help in
achieving the overall goal of increasing solar energy deployment in the ISA member countries for
achieving universal energy access and speeding up economic development. In addition to the
existing 3 programmes, ISA has initiated plans to launch two more programmes: Scaling Solar
Rooftops and Scaling Solar E-mobility and Storage.

 

Further, ISA has also been developing a Common Risk Mitigating Mechanism (CRMM) for de-
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risking and reducing the financial cost of solar projects in the ISA member countries. The
instrument will help diversify and pool risks on mutual public resources and unlock significant
investments. An international expert group has been working on the blue print of the mechanism
and it will be rolled out by December 2018.

 

Another major initiative is establishment of Digital Infopedia which will serve as a platform to
enable policy makers, Ministers and corporate leaders from ISA countries to interact, connect,
communicate and collaborate with one another. The interactive platform was operationalized on
18th May 2017. Digital Infopedia will have three heads: (a) Member countries counter for
investment opportunities; (b) at least 1000 best practices on solar energy (audio/visual), and (c)
Member countries of ISA and the ISA Secretariat audio and visual interaction.

 

The Paris Declaration establishing ISA states that the countries share the collective ambition to
undertake innovative and concerted efforts for reducing the cost of finance and cost of technology
for immediate deployment solar generation assets. This will help pave the way for future solar
generation, storage and good technologies for each prospective member countries’ individual
needs, by effectively mobilizing more than US$1000 billion in investments that will be required by
2030.

 

India has offered to meet ISA Secretariat expenses for initial five years.  In addition, the Ministry of
External Affairs, Government of India has set aside US$2 billion for solar projects in Africa out of
Government of India's US$10 billion concessional Line of Credit (LOC) for Africa. Government of
France has also earmarked Euro 300 million soft loan for solar related projects in ISA member
countries.

 

*****
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International conference on Ground water
International conference on Ground water

An International conference is being organized on the Ground water issues in the country

with a theme of “Ground water Vision 2030- Water Security, Challenges and Climate

Change Adaptation” from December 11 to 13, 2017. The conference has been organized

by the National Institute of Hydrology (NIH), Roorkee and Central Ground Water Board

(CGWB) under the aegis of Ministry of Water Resources, River Development and Ganga

Rejuvenation, Government of India.

Delegates from 15 countries are expected to participate in the conference and 250

research papers will be presented, including 32 Keynote papers. The conference will be

inaugurated by Shri Nitin Gadkari, Union Minister for Water Resources, Ganga

Rejuvenation and River Development, Sushri Uma Bharti Union Minster for Drinking

water and Sanitation, Dr. Harsh Vardhan, Union Minster for Science and Technology,

Union Ministers of State for WR, RD & GR Shri Arjun Ram Meghwal and Dr. Satya Pal

Singh. The Conference is expected to take stock of present status and challenges of

Groundwater management in the country under the changing water use and climatic

scenarios.

The Conference is taking place at a time when water scenario in the country, especially

the ground water scenario, is getting worse day by day. During the past decades,

groundwater usage in the country has grown many folds and today 80% of the rural

domestic needs and 65% of the irrigation water requirement and 50% of industrial and

urban water needs are sourced from our ground water resources. Over exploitation of

ground water has started threatening the sustenance of agricultural activities in many key

regions in the country including Punjab, Bundelkhand and Rajasthan posing a grave

threat to the food security in future. Moreover, climate change is expected to alter the

ground water recharge regimes across the country due to increase in extreme rainfall

events. Over exploitation of ground water has also started affecting the ground water

quality in many areas from the geogenic source of contaminants such as arsenic. The

Conference will discuss these burning issues in 10 focal themes spread over three days.

It is expected to look into the synergistic policy options between various sectors linked

with water resources in the country and draw a roadmap to address these challenges for

the development goals of 2030.
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Conference of Power and New & Renewable Energy Ministers of States and UTs Concludes
Conference of Power and New & Renewable Energy Ministers of States and UTs Concludes

Resolution for Future Roadmap to Reform Power Sector and ensure 24x7 Power for All
adopted by wide consensus among States

The Conference of Power and New & Renewable Energy Ministers of States and UTs

concluded here late yesterday evening. It was chaired by the Union Minister of State (IC)

for Power and New & Renewable Energy, Shri Raj Kumar Singh, and was attended by

Power and Energy Ministers of States and Union Territories (UTs) of 17 States and 1 UT.

Shri Singh reviewed the presentations given by senior officers of the Ministry on various

issues and had in depth deliberations with all State Ministers and their officials. Further,

the Minister also directed his officers to note down suggestions from different States,

which may be worked out later. Shri Singh gave repeated assurance to all the State

Governments to approach his Ministry without any hesitation for any issue regarding the

Power sector.

At the culmination of the Conference, a resolution was adopted by a wide consensus,

salient points of which are as below:

24x7 Power for All

States resolve to:

Electrify all remaining Census inhabited un-electrified villages by December 2017.●

Provide electricity connections to all willing households by December 2018.●

Provide infrastructure for seamless power supply to the consumers by March,

2019.

●

States resolve to clear all current years Government dues of DISCOMs along with

25% of arrears so that entire old dues are paid by March, 2019.

●

Provide continues support to resolve Right of Way issue for seamless power

transfer.

●

Improve quality of power supply and minimize load sheading for non-technical

reasons.

●

Power Reforms

States resolve to:
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Prepare roadmap for reduction of cross subsidies as per Tariff Policy by March

2018 and bring in Tariff reforms by simplification of Consumer Tariff categories and

rationalization of Electricity Tariff.

●

Ensure that DISCOMs enter into PPAs and honour PPAs, particularly for wind and

solar sector, where tariff has been discovered through a transparent and competitive

bidding process.

●

Ensure compliance of RPO, including compliance through a mechanism of purchase

of REC (renewable energy certificates), as per revised Tariff policy and RPO

trajectory notified by Ministry of Power on 22.7.2016. States to send suggestion on

the future RPO trajectory from 2019-20 to 2021-22.

●

Promotion of Digital Payments

States resolve to promote digital payments through various measures such as cash

incentives, waiving convenience fee, consumer friendly on line payments and

promotion of digital payments through various media.

●

Energy Conservation

States resolve to adopt ECBC 2017 for all new commercial buildings to make them

energy efficient

●

Promote use of BEE Star Rated Energy Efficient Pumps for agricultural purpose●

New and Renewable Energy

States resolve to:

Ensure forecasting and scheduling of renewable energy for large scale grid

integration by utilizing services of NIWE/other agencies.

●

Set up necessary infrastructure for metering & communication at all substation

levels for real time data generation.

●

Submit a trajectory for bidding for solar/wind (mark with annual plan) and

participate in scheduled bidding programme.

●

To achieve the RPO target every year.●

To promote decentralized production of power – learning from models

implemented in Karnataka, Telangana, Maharashtra and Gujarat.

●

Submit proposals for solar parks under additional 20000 MW capacity under Solar

Park scheme

●

Promote solar rooftops and ensure hassle free grid connectivity●

Promote solar pumps to replace diesel pumps●
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Participate in Kisan Urja Suraksha evam Utthaan Mahabhiyan (KUSUM) for

setting up of 10,000 MW of Decentralized Ground Mounted Grid Connected Solar

Power Plants, installation of 17.50 Lakh Stand-alone Solar Pumps and Solarisation of

10 Lakh Grid Connected Agriculture Pumps and 50 Thousand Tube-wells/Lift

Irrigation Projects by Financial Year 2021-22, with the objective of providing financial

and water security to farmers.

●

Identify at least one city for making it 100% Renewable Energy city.●

 

During his concluding remarks, Shri Singh proposed forming of Consultative Groups of

Experts to handhold State Governments in bringing efficiency through best practices in

their respective Power Sectors and phase out obsolete practices and technologies. By

doing this, Shri Singh emphasized that Power Sector in India would become robust and

efficient and ultimately ensure Ease of Living for every citizen of the country.

 

*****
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Cabinet approves Agreement with UNESCO on establishment of International Training Centre for
Operational Oceanography in Hyderabad
Cabinet approves Agreement with UNESCO on establishment of International Training
Centre for Operational Oceanography in Hyderabad

The Union Cabinet chaired by Prime Minister Shri Narendra Modi has approved the
establishment of International Training Centre for Operational Oceanography, as a
Category-2 Centre (C2C) of UNESCO, in Hyderabad.

The purpose of this Agreement is to establish a training centre towards development of
capacity for the countries on the Indian Ocean Rim (IOR), African countries bordering the
Indian and Atlantic Oceans, small island countries under the framework of UNESCO. The
operational oceanography is an activity of conducting systematic oceanographic studies
towards providing information services to various sectors viz. fisherman, disaster
management, shipping, ports, coastal states, navy, coast guard, environment, offshore
industries for conducting their day-to- day operations.

The Centre will provide assistance in areas of capacity building and training, knowledge
sharing and exchange of information, and hence could represent a valuable resource for
UNESCO and its Intergovernmental Oceanography Commission (IOC) by enhancing the
impact and visibility of UNESCO's action.

The establishment of UNESCO Category-2 Centre will provide an opportunity for India to
emerge as a leading country in the Indian Ocean. This will also help India to forge
cooperation and improve engagement among the counties of the Indian Ocean, including
South Asian and African states bordering the Indian Ocean. The establishment of the
centre would respond to the worldwide increasing need to build technical and
management capacity to address marine and coastal sustainability issues and prepare
the region for and react efficiently to marine natural hazards. The Centre could contribute
to achieving Sustainable Development Goal-14 (SDG 14) related to building marine
scientific research capacity in geographical area of the Centre responsibility which will
also fulfill the commitments to support Small Island Developing States, Least Developed
Countries.

This C2C is intended to improve skill of students and other participants which will
increase the employment opportunities within and outside India. The establishment of
C2C is also expected to increase ancillary development leading to employment
generation in India. The centre is currently operational with the state-of-the-art facilities
available at Indian Centre for Ocean Information Services (INCOIS), Hyderabad. So far,
over 681 scientists including 576 from India and 105 from 34 other countries have been
trained at this centre in various aspects of operational oceanography. The other
infrastructure facilities like building and training hostel are being established. It is also
envisaged to invite world class (acuities and trainees from around the world and work out
a curriculum for long duration courses (of 3-9 months).

AKT/VBA/SH
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PMGSY – 82% eligible habitations connected
PMGSY – 82% eligible habitations connected

The Union Minister for Rural Development, Panchayati Raj and Mines Shri Narendra

Singh Tomar today reviewed the progress of Pradhan Mantri Gram Sadak Yojana,

PMGSY here and directed the senior state officials to speed up the execution of rural

roads to achieve full rural connectivity by March, 2019. 1,78,184 eligible habitations with

500 populations in plain areas and 250 in hilly areas had to be connected by all weather

roads. As of March, 2014, 97838 such habitations (55%) were connected. Today

1,30,974 habitations have been connected under PMGSY and another nearly 14,620

habitations have been connected through State Government Programmes, bringing the

total habitations connected to 82%. This has been possible by speeding up the pace of

road construction and habitation connectivity over the last 3 years, reaching 130 kms per

day construction (highest in the last 7 years) in 2016-17. Work is in progress in all but

1700 remaining habitations. The remaining 1700 habitations will also be approved by end

December, 2017. It is likely that we will be very close to 100% connectivity of eligible

habitations by March, 2019.

The major challenge lies in Assam, Jammu & Kashmir and Uttrakhand on account of the

difficult terrain. In Chhattisgarh, Malkangiri district of Odisha and LWE areas of

Jharkhand, challenge is on account of Left Wing Extremism. Bihar and West Bengal

which also have large connectivity to achieve and therefore, require speedy

implementation. The Ministry is constantly following up with all these States to ensure

achievement of targets by March 2019. Funds are not a constraint and States have been

forthcoming with their State share.

To further enable ease of decision making, monitoring and transparency, the Department

is committed to complete GIS mapping of all rural roads of the country by 2018. Today,

we are soft launching the GIS mapping of 10 States which have already completed the

process. These are Odisha, Uttrakhand, Haryana, Himachal Pradesh, Sikkim, Madhya

Pradesh, Karnataka, Telengana, Chattisgarh and Meghalaya.

The Department has also made concerted efforts for adoption of green and innovative

technology and a target of 10000 kms of such roads, is likely to be completed in the

current financial year. At the time of approval, States are opting for a minimum 15%

roads with green technologies like use of waste plastic, fly ash, copper and iron slag, geo
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textile, cold mix, paneled cement concrete, cell filled concrete. Nano Technology

products are also being used for stabilization of roads, so far 3,426 kms. roads have

been constructed in the current financial year, using these technologies. The Department

in partnership with States is fully geared to go beyond the achievements of 2016-17 by

completing 51000 kms at the rate of 140 kms per day in the current financial year.

The meeting was attended by Minister of State Shri Ram Kripal Yadav, Secretary, Rural

Development, Shri Amarjeet Sinha and senior officials of the Centre and states.
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Prime Minister of India to dedicate 60 MW Tuitial Hydroelectric Power Project in Mizoram to the
Nation tomorrow
Prime Minister of India to dedicate 60 MW Tuitial Hydroelectric Power Project in Mizoram to
the Nation tomorrow

Shri Narendra Modi to also distribute Cheques to Start-up Entrepreneurs

Prime Minister of India, Shri Narendra Modi, in the august presence of Hon'ble Governor

of Mizoram, Lt Gen.(Retd.) Nirbhay Sharma, Chief Minister of Mizoram, Shri Lal

Thanhawla, Minister of State (IC) for Development of North Eastern Region (DoNER),

Prime Minister Office, Personnel, Public Grievances and Pensions, Department of Atomic

Energy and Department of Space, Dr. Jitendra Singh and Minister of State (IC) for Power

and New & Renewable Energy, Shri R.K. Singh, will formally dedicate the 60 MW Tuirial

Hydro Electric Power Project (HEPP) to the Nation. The Prime Minister will also distribute

cheques to the Start-up Entrepreneurs Aizawl tomorrow, on 16th December, 2017.

The Tuirial HEPP has been constructed as a Central Sector Project and implemented by

North Eastern Electric Power Corporation (NEEPCO), under the administrative control of

the Ministry of Power, Government of India.

The Cabinet Committee on Economic Affairs (CCEA) cleared the Project for

implementation in July 1998 with commissioning scheduled in July 2006. After completion

of about 30% of the project activities, the works were totally suspended w.e.f. June 2004

due to local agitation. With sustained efforts by NEEPCO and with active support of

Ministry of Power and Ministry of DoNER, Government of India and Government of

Mizoram, the stalled works of the project were resumed in January 2011.

The Project being remotely located, encountered various hindrances ranging from

inadequate communication infrastructure to the project site, massive failure of the Power

House slopes due to poor soil condition, lack of availability of skilled manpower etc.

These factors resulted in comparatively longer gestation period for the project. However,

with all efforts from the agencies concerned, the project works were completed

successfully, leading to commissioning of Unit-I on 25-08-2017 and Unit-II on 28-11-

2017.

The project has been implemented by NEEPCO by engaging M/S Bharat Heavy

Electricals Ltd for supply and erection of power generating equipment, M/S Patel

Engineering Ltd for execution of major civil works and M/S Sew-PES-Tuirial consortium
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for Hydro-Mechanical works. The Project has been built at a cost of Rs.1302 crore.

The Project is the biggest power project located in the State of Mizoram and will feed the

entire energy to be generated to the home State, which will facilitate all-round

development of the State and achieving Government of India's ambitious and flagship

Mission ‘24x7 Affordable Clean Power for All’.

The State's current demand of electricity is only 87 MW and this is being met by State's

mini power projects and availability of its share of power from central sector projects.

With the additional 60 MW of electricity from the project, the State of Mizoram will now be

the third power-surplus State in North East India after Sikkim and Tripura. Apart from

attaining self-sufficiency in electric power, the project will fetch other spin-off benefits to

the State of Mizoram like employment generation, navigation, water supply, pisciculture

and wild life conservation, tourism etc.
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What is the lowdown on re-curving cyclones?

First, it helps to get a sense of how cyclones move. The ones that typically strike the Indian
neighbourhood in the northern hemisphere rotate anticlockwise. Their normal behaviour is to
derive strength from the moisture in waters such as the Bay of Bengal, move west, incline in a
northerly direction and peter out into the sea or land, depending on their origin.

This is how you would explain a regular cyclone, say like Mora, which formed over the Bay of
Bengal on May 26. It rapidly strengthened on May 28, with the India Meteorological Department
classifying it as a “depression” and eventually as a cyclonic storm. It kept north, almost parallel to
the Myanmar coast and then made landfall in Bangladesh and blew over Nagaland. In a re-curving
cyclone, the cyclone gets a sort of second wind when it is on the wane.

Like the googly in cricket, it’s deflected right or eastwards. This is due to air currents in the local
atmosphere that push cold air from the poles towards the equator and interfere with cyclone
formation. That’s what make them ‘re-curving.’ In the southern hemisphere, the cyclones spin
clockwise and therefore also re-curve in the opposite direction.

During the monsoon months, cyclones in the Western Pacific move westwards towards India and
aid the associated rain-bearing systems over the country. However, in the years of a re-curve,
they do not give as much of a push to the rain as they do in the good monsoon years and that is
why monsoon rain this August was a dampener. Rain that month was 13% short of what is usual
and meteorologists say it was almost certainly because of an active hurricane season in the
Pacific that consisted of a few re-curving cyclones. However, these are back in the news due to
Cyclone Ockhi. The whirlwind that arose in the Bay of Bengal and revved up over Sri Lanka was
expected to pass over Lakshadweep and then ease into the Arabian Sea, far away from India’s
west coast.

However, the cyclone ended up sharply swerving into parts of Maharashtra and Gujarat. It did not
blow in very strongly because there it had not gained as much moisture from the Arabian Sea like
it had over the Bay of Bengal and the Indian Ocean boundary. And though it wreaked havoc in
Kerala and Tamil Nadu, even a weakened Ockhi destroyed several beaches in Goa when it
curved back to the land.

Long-term data suggest that while there has been an increase in the number of tropical cyclones
in India’s neighbourhood there is no clear trend in re-curving ones. In general, cyclone activity in
India peaks around November, by which time, the summer monsoon has already passed. Rarely
do re-curving cyclones pose a mortal threat to Indian coasts and Cyclone Ockhi raised hackles
because it had already left a certain amount of damage and threatened Gujarat and Maharashtra.
It was also among the rare curving cyclones with a presence over the Arabian Sea.

As climate change is projected to increase the frequency of extreme events, scientists have
warned that tropical cyclones are likely to get more intense, and this could mean more scrutiny of
re-curving ones. A challenge with re-curving cyclones is that it is hard for weather models to pick
them early on — as was the case with Ockhi — and so they pose unique challenges in terms of
hazard preparedness and disaster management.

Receive the best of The Hindu delivered to your inbox everyday!

Please enter a valid email address.

As work on a subway extension progressed, fossilised remains of Ice Age creatures — who lived
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in the region about 10,000 years ago — have been discovered

A look at few of the species that got their status changed on December 4, 2017.
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Unshackle Indian agriculture

The story of pulses from last year is a stark illustration of what ails agriculture policy. India is the
world’s largest producer, consumer and importer of pulses. That may sound contradictory, but
isn’t, because domestic production is unable to meet the large and growing domestic demand.

Last year, India’s production was 23 million tonnes (MT), the highest ever, 40% more than the
previous year. This was owing to good rains, higher minimum support price (MSP) and higher
acreage. High production should have meant lower imports. No such luck. Last year’s imports
were at an all-time high of 6.6 MT, that too at zero import duty. This caused prices to crash, in
some places to half of the MSP. Farmers faced ruin. In barely 18 months, the price of tur dal has
gone down from Rs200 to Rs30 a kilo. In its desperation, the government initiated an
unprecedented procurement of pulses, and bought 1.6 MT to support prices. That didn’t help
because of the glut; besides, the government was running out of storage and fiscal space. Due to
the misfortune of pulses prices this year, we can be sure that its acreage will fall drastically, and
we may have a shortage and high prices next year.

So what are the policy lessons? Firstly, there is no instrument for using future price information.
Farmers plant crops based on anticipated future prices, not past prices. If futures trading in pulses
was allowed, it may have helped in reducing volatility, and garnering some benefits for farmers.

Secondly, there are arbitrary stock limits for private traders, which can inhibit inter-period
smoothening of prices. In the absence of futures trading, the volatility in tur, urad, moong and
chana has been as high as 48, 54, 72, and 28%, respectively, since July.

Thirdly, for the past 10 years, all exports of pulses have been banned. This was presumably for
food security and price stability. But this export ban has hurt farmers, who couldn’t take advantage
of high prices. It got worse, because when prices did shoot up, the government panicked and
started importing at zero duty. The imports didn’t stop despite a record harvest. When prices of
food crops go up, the Central government swings into action, clamping down on exports, bringing
in zero-duty imports, imposing stocking and storage limits, and so on. But when the opposite
happens, that is when prices crash, often, there is no corresponding reverse rescue. This is an
example of the inherent urban bias in India’s agriculture policy, which persists to this day. (See
Mint column Removing Anti-Farm Bias, 20 September 2016.) Indeed, among all World Trade
Organization members, India is among a handful of countries with negative protection of
agriculture.

Lastly, one more policy lesson is that pulses continue to be in the Agriculture Produce Marketing
Committee (APMC) Act. Thus farmers are not free to sell to any buyer they wish but must go
through the APMC.

Pulses are an important source of protein in India. Almost one-fifth of total acreage is used to grow
them. They are also an important source of soil fertility since they provide nitrogen through
fixation. Indeed, a pulses plant is called a mini fertilizer factory. Pulses were part of the six
technology missions created in the 1980s (they were added to the oilseeds mission), to greatly
enhance their production, use of technology and processing. But despite the mission-mode
approach, India is still not self-sufficient in pulses production. And farmers continue to be at the
mercy of nature, markets, pests and government policies.

The story of pulses is repeated across various crops. In cashew, India’s Kollam used to be the
world’s capital, but has lost out to Vietnam due to its failure to adopt technology and due to
excessive government control. India pioneered the Green Revolution, but scores very poorly in the
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global hunger index. The monolithic nationwide policies of promoting and procuring wheat and rice
have ultimately proved harmful to health, nutrition and environment (through soil salinity). Coarse
cereals, the staple of most rural folk, were largely ignored by the public distribution system, and
are only now being introduced in the midday meal schemes.

Agriculture is an arena where policy-induced distortion is the rule, not an exception. For instance,
the maze of subsidies in credit, inputs, outputs, water and electricity is a patchwork to act as an
antidote to various price and quantity controls, which have an urban/consumer/anti-farm bias.
Even policies like prohibition of foreign direct investment in retail hurt the farmer. Farm distress is
chronic, and occasionally manifests in its most acute form as farmer suicides. Loan waiver to
farmers is yet another reaction to policy-induced indebtedness, which has much deeper roots.

The second death anniversary of the visionary farmer leader Sharad Joshi should be a timely
reminder that agriculture needs to be unshackled. Export restrictions must go. Monopoly
procurement must go. Essential Commodities Act restrictions must go. Arbitrary stocking limits
must go. Compulsory sale through the APMC must go. Prohibition on money-lending to farmers,
tenancy farming, land leasing, land transfers, all must go (with reasonable and appropriate
safeguards). We also need a comprehensive, well-designed crop and price insurance market for
farmers. As Joshi’s famous slogan summarized, the farmer just wants to be left alone, to be
unshackled from the government, to earn a decent living from his free enterprise, or to leave
farming.

Ajit Ranade is chief economist at Aditya Birla Group.

Comments are welcome at views@livemint.com
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India to contribute to Nigerian Government’s priorities in the field of agriculture and allied sectors:
Shri Radha Mohan Singh
India to contribute to Nigerian Government’s priorities in the field of agriculture and allied
sectors: Shri Radha Mohan Singh

Indian has increases training slots under Indian Technical and Economic Cooperation
(ITEC) to Nigeria: Shri Singh

India had announced in 2015 concessional loans of US $10 billion to African countries:
Shri Singh

Shri Radha Mohan Singh met Nigerian Minister of Agriculture, H.E. Chief Audu Ogbeh

 

Union Agriculture and Farmers Welfare Minister, Shri Radha Mohan Singh said that India has
noted with great interest the new initiatives of the Federal Government of Nigeria, particularly the
Green Alternative initiative – a roadmap to make Nigeria self-sufficient in agriculture and a major
exporter of agricultural products. The Minister said this today during his meeting with Nigerian
Minister of Agriculture, H.E. Chief Audu Ogbeh.

The Minister said India was a food deficient country till the mid-1960s.  But now we have produced
more than sufficient for domestic consumption.  India is now a major exporter of agricultural
commodities.  He said India will be only too happy to share its experience and expertise in any
area of agriculture that Nigeria may identify.

Shri Singh said that India had announced in 2015 concessional loans of US $10 billion to African
countries.  He said that he was informed that more than 20 officials have participated in short-term
capacity building programmes in agriculture-related areas. More recently Indian had increased
training slots under Indian Technical and Economic Cooperation (ITEC) Programme from 200 to
310 annually to Nigeria, which also include short-term training programmes in agriculture and
allied sectors.  He urged the Nigerian Minister to take advantage of this concessional loan (Lines
of Credits) and training programme for agriculture and allied sector. 

 The Minister further said it is a matter of some satisfaction that for the last few years, India has
been the largest trading partner of Nigeria and Nigeria is India’s largest trading partner in Africa. 
There is tremendous potential for further expanding this volume.  Nigeria may consider importing
fresh grapes, pepper, wheat, maize, rice and cotton.

On the occasion, Shri Singh conveyed his deep appreciation to the Nigerian Agriculture Minister
for encouraging Indian companies to explore the opportunities in Nigerian agriculture field both as
investors as well as providers of agri-services, agricultural machinery and technological
assistance. He also thanked Shri Audu Ogbeh for inaugurating the Business Event titled ‘India-
Nigeria cooperation in Agriculture and Allied Sectors: Opportunities and Way Forward” organized
by the Indian High Commission in Abuja last week on 5 December.

Shri Singh concluded that India and Nigeria enjoy warm and friendly relations, the two nations are
large developing countries with multi-religious, multi-ethnic societies. We share values such as
democracy, pluralist tolerant societies, respect for human rights and rule of law. India would be
glad to contribute to Nigerian Government’s priorities in the field of agriculture and allied sectors.

*****
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Vision of the Government is ‘24x7 Power for All’ – All the States on board to achieve Target by
March 2019: Shri R. K. Singh
Vision of the Government is ‘24x7 Power for All’ – All the States on board to achieve Target
by March 2019: Shri R. K. Singh

 

Programmes to reduce Power Losses below 15% by March 2019 in all States on track, says
Union Power Minister

 

Consensus among States on Ending Human Interface in billing process; Mandatory
installation of Prepaid/Smart Meters to prevent corruption and increase compliance in Bill

payments

 

States to ensure Cross Subsidization in Power Sector remains below 20%: Shri R.K. Singh

 

Separation of Carriage & Content in Power Distribution to be brought about through an
amendment to Electricity Act

 

 

Union Minister of State (IC) for Power and New & Renewable Energy, Shri Raj Kumar Singh,
chaired a Conference of Power and Energy Ministers of States/ Union Territories (UTs), held here
today. A total of 17 States and 1 UT attended the Conference and deliberated on a host of issues
including progress on Union Government flagship schemes at the State level and reform
measures that need to be brought about at both Union and State levels to ensure 24x7 Affordable
and Quality Power for All.

 

Addressing the media, Shri Singh clearly laid out Union Government’s Vision behind holding this
Conference. The Minister made very clear that 24x7 Power is a Fundamental Right of every
citizen of the country and all States will have to ensure that by March 2019. The States have
arrived at consensus-based roadmap to bring down losses in State Utilities/ DISCOMS to below
15% by then and any gratuitous load shedding by them after that deadline would attract penalties.
“There can be no justification to pass on the burden of our inefficiency to the consumer and this
shall not be allowed post March 2019. It is for the Power Utilities to devise strategy to reduce their
losses, the consumer must not be burdened with high power tariffs irrationally”, the Minister
added.

 

During the Inaugural Session of the Conference, Shri Singh said that Power is at the core of
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economic growth of the country. “Without power there can be no development; We are on our way
towards becoming a developed country and power reforms are top priority. Industrialization and
job creation is not possible without affordable and quality power for all. We are about to add 40
million new consumers by December 2018 and expected economic growth of 8 to 9% in the next 5
years, power demand would increase manifold. Further, electricity will edge out other forms of
energy in the coming future as it is more efficient and easy to transport. Electricity will take place
of fossil fuels for mobility, cooking etc. and will decrease the imports of petroleum products.
Becoming self-sufficient in Power is essential for our strategic autonomy on the global stage. In
addition to this, renewable energy will take place of fossil fuels in the near future as storage
systems become viable”, the Minister said.

 

Government of India is providing funds to the States under ongoing Central Government schemes
of over Rs. 85000 crores, for strengthening their power infrastructure. As the Country is power
surplus presently, the States are now in a position to provide 24x7 power for all, which should be a
primary obligation of the State Utilities, provided that the consumer pays for the power consumed,
Shri Singh said. “It has been observed that some States are not able to bill the consumers
effectively and are losing about 50% of the expected recoveries. Where the consumers are billed
properly, the recovery is around 95%”, the Minister added.

 

Proposing a slew of reforms, Shri Singh said that in order to decrease the losses of the DISCOMs
and make them viable, the Union Government is proposing to do away with human interface in
meter reading and billing of consumers for power consumption. Mandatory installation of prepaid
meters for small consumers and smart meters for large ones, with every connection in the future in
each State, would prevent corruption and increase compliance in bill payments, the Minister
stated.

 

“This will be a pro poor step as it will give the poor consumers flexibility to recharge that prepaid
meters online through mobile phones, as and when they want, with a small amount at any given
point of time. This would also do away with the human element in meter reading, billing and
recovery of the amount from consumer and hence the corruption involved at the lowest level.”,
said Shri Singh. Giving an example of a successful implementation of prepaid meters, the Minister
said that Manipur has been able to reduce its losses by over 50% by installing prepaid meter in all
its urban areas.

 

Shri Singh emphatically stated that if losses continue, no matter how much funds are injected into
the Power Utilities, the Non-Performing Assets (NPAs) would start building up again and the
DISCOMs would ultimately become unviable in the near future. “This is an unacceptable situation
and we have to make the losses a thing of the past”, he added. The Minister also requested all the
State Energy Ministers to take continuous review of DISCOM losses with senior officials of the
State electricity department and ensure that the leakages are plugged and 24x7 power for all is
mandatorily ensured by all States.

 

Speaking about the separation of carriage and content, the Minister said that it is proposed
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through an amendment in the electricity act to segregate the carriage from content in the
distribution sector. It is planned to introduce multiple supply licensees in the content, based on
market principles, and continue with the carriage as a regulated activity. Shri Singh further said
that it is also proposed to set in place special police stations and courts to settle cases in the
power sector at the earliest.

 

Talking about the reforms in the renewable energy sector, Shri Singh said that India has pledged
to achieve 175 GW of renewable energy by 2022 and 40% of installed power capacity from
renewable energy by 2030 as an action plan to fight climate change. To ensure the achievement
of this goal, it is mandatorily ensured by State governments that the Renewable Purchase
Obligations (RPOs) are fulfilled, the Minister added. Shri Singh also said that the Union
Government is focusing on hydropower and soon the new hydro power policy will be formulated.
“Hydropower is important as balancing power and will be instrumental in decreasing our
dependence upon fossil fuels in the future”, Shri Singh added.

 

Stating other reform measures in Power Sector planned in near future, the Minister said that the
Government of India is focusing on Make in India and the future industrialization and employment
generation in the country has to be indigenous. “For giving a push to Make in India and Domestic
Industrialization, we have to make quality power affordable for all and all States have to ensure
that the Power Purchase Agreements are honored, tariffs are sustainable and the element of cross
subsidization remains below 20%”, Shri Singh said.

 

Further, the Minister added that, to help the poor power consumers, the government is pushing for
Direct Benefit Transfer (DBT) of subsidy in power sector. This would make the industry more
competitive and the burden of excessively high tariffs will be taken away from the consumers.

 

Ministers from the States of Andhra Pradesh, Arunachal Pradesh, Assam, Chhattisgarh, Goa,
Haryana, Jammu & Kashmir, Jharkhand, Karnataka, Kerala, Manipur, Nagaland, Odisha, Sikkim,
Tamil Nadu, Telangana, Uttar Pradesh and UT of Puducherry were present during the Conference
with their senior officers. Other dignitaries present were Shri Ajay Kumar Bhalla, Secretary Power,
along with other senior officers of the Ministry.

 

*****
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National Conference on PDS Reforms
National Conference on PDS Reforms

Department of Food and Public Distribution, Government of India has placed a lot of

emphasis on improving the functioning of Public Distribution System in the country

through automation of Fair Price Shops, computerization of Supply Chain Management

and enforcement of provisions of National Food Security Act (NFSA), 2013 regarding

oversight and grievance redressal in partnership with States/UTs. In continuation of these

efforts, a two-day National Conference on PDS Reforms was held on 4th -5th December,

2017 in Vijayawada, Andhra Pradesh. The conference was attended by the

representatives from 20 States along with those from NIC, WFP and GIZ. Important

aspects of PDS reforms which came up for discussion in the workshop included,

seamless working of the online systems, strategy for grievance redressal, enhancing the

outreach of the system to the deprived segments of the society, effective safeguards for

non-denial of entitled foodgrains to the beneficiaries and viability of Fair Price shops. The

participating States shared their experiences and initiatives in these areas.

The participants also visited the Fair Price shops, Godowns and Call Centre to have first-

hand exposures to the innovations like equipping ePoS devices with Best Finger

Detection (BFD), Fusion Finger Detection (FFD) and IRIS features to minimize the

instances of failure of bio-metric authentication, integration of electronic weighing

machines with ePoS devices, cashless transaction through ePoS, distribution of

foodgrains for ICDS and MDM schemes through ePoS and management of distribution of

foodgrains without biometric authentication.

They also got a chance to see the recent initiative of Village Mall Scheme aimed at

improving the viability of Fair Price shops. To set up Village Malls in the FP Shops, the

State Government of AP has tied up with Reliance Group for ten (10) districts and with

Future Group for other three (3) districts.
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Unable to see the bamboo for the trees

Removing bamboo from “trees” amounts to removing it from state control. File   | Photo Credit: AP

Governments everywhere tend to look for quick-fixes, overlooking complexities and ignoring the
big picture. The move by the Centre to “de-regulate” bamboo production by amending the
definition of “trees” under the Indian Forest Act (IFA), 1927, is a great example of this tendency. In
November 2017, the Central government issued an ordinance whereby “bamboo” was deleted
from the clause that defines “trees” in the IFA. Since bamboo is biologically a grass, its inclusion
under “trees” was scientifically an anachronism. The amendment was, therefore, long overdue.

The British mis-definition was a blatant appropriation of people’s resources. By including bamboo
under trees (Section 2(7)), and felled trees under timber (Section 2(6)), and timber in forest
produce (Section 2(4)(a)) regardless of its origin, the British established state control on all tree
and bamboo growth. Felling, sale and transport of any of these species then required state
permission. Post-independence India continued this policy. Removing bamboo from “trees”
amounts to removing it from state control, and should be a huge step in favour of restoring
people’s rights. But is it?

In fact, the IFA no longer holds a pre-eminent position in Indian forest law. Most States have
passed their own forest Acts and Rules. Many have also passed other Acts that, for instance,
regulate tree felling outside forest areas, such as the Karnataka Preservation of Trees Act, 1976,
or regulate the movement of forest produce, such as the Madhya Pradesh Van Upaj (Vyapar
Viniyaman) Adhiniyam 1969. Each of these Acts and Rules defines forest produce and trees, and
includes bamboo in them. Amending the IFA does not affect these State laws and, therefore,
changes nothing on the ground. Moreover, even as it amended the definition, the Central
government introduced a caveat that this de-regulation applied only to bamboo grown on non-
forest lands.

First, this contradicts the letter of the amendment which makes no such distinction. Second, how
are guards at forest checkposts to know where a particular truckload of bamboo is coming from?
This means that trucks carrying bamboo from private lands will still need transit passes, which
means that forest officials will have to monitor the felling. How is that different from the current
situation?

Worst of all, by supposedly deregulating only privately grown bamboo, the government is dodging
the real problem. The bulk of bamboo in the country today is on forest lands. But “forest lands” is
an umbrella term that includes, for instance, community forest lands in Northeast India. Following
the Supreme Court’s Godavarman judgment, tree harvest in all these lands is regulated by the
forest department. If the amendment does not deregulate bamboo grown on these lands, then how
will it unleash the vast economic potential of bamboo in that region?

Similarly, “forest lands” also includes community forest resources to which title has been granted
under the Forest Rights Act (FRA), 2006. Tens of thousands of gram sabhas have now received
such titles, and many thousands more await it. The FRA explicitly grants rights over bamboo and
other non-timber forest products such as tendu patta to forest dwellers. Nevertheless, forest
officials have constantly (illegally) denied bamboo harvesting and transport rights to communities,
citing the IFA. Only in Maharashtra, due to the intervention of the then Environment Minister
Jairam Ramesh, were gram sabhas able to auction their bamboo. Subsequently, the Maharashtra
Governor unequivocally amended the IFA as well as other State Acts to exclude bamboo and
tendu patta from State control, facilitating a mini-revolution in forest-based livelihoods in eastern
Maharashtra in the past few years.
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The need of the hour therefore is to follow in Maharashtra’s footsteps and remove any caveats
accompanying the amendment of the IFA, and amend all other State-level Acts and Rules to
remove any contradictions with the FRA. The removal of obstacles to the exercise of community
rights will open up an alternative form of forestry, managed and regulated by communities rather
than the department. On the other hand, bamboo forestry on private lands may not be
remunerative enough for farmers nor desirable from a food production perspective. The hurriedly
issued ordinance, with its caveats, is infructuous. The government would do well to address the
real challenge of building a productive, bottom-up managed and transparently governed forest
sector.

Sharachchandra Lele is a Senior Fellow at ATREE, Bangalore. His co-edited book, ‘Democratizing
Forest Governance in India’ was published in 2014.The views expressed are personal
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Solar Alliance comes into existence

India’s global initiative, the International Solar Alliance (ISA) that aims at increasing solar energy
deployment in member countries, came into legal, independent existence Wednesday. It is the first
treaty-based international intergovernmental organisation to be based out of India.

So far, 19 countries are part of the compact — Bangladesh, Comoros, Fiji, France, Ghana,
Guinea, India, Mali, Mauritius, Nauru, Niger, Seychelles, Somalia, South Sudan, Tuvalu, Australia,
Cuba, Malawi and Peru. The ISA, also sees itself as on a mission to mobilise more than $1000
billion in investments needed by 2030 for “massive deployment” of solar energy, pave the way for
future technologies adapted to the needs of moving to a fossil-free future and keep global
temperatures from rising above 2C by the end of the century. India has committed itself to having
175,000 MW of renewed energy in the grid by 2022.

As part of the agreement, India will contribute $27 million (Rs. 175.5 crore approx) to the ISA for
creating corpus, building infrastructure and recurring expenditure over five years from 2016-17 to
2020-21. In addition, public sector undertakings of the Government of India, Solar Energy
Corporation of India (SECI) and Indian Renewable Energy Development Agency (IREDA), have
made a contribution of $1 million (Rs. 6.5 crore) each for creating the ISA corpus fund.

The ISA is an Indian initiative, jointly launched by PM Narendra Modi and the president of France
on 30th November 2015 in Paris, on the sidelines of COP-21, the UN climate conference.
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Indian and Italy sign a new MoU for cooperation in Agriculture and Phytosanitary issues
Indian and Italy sign a new MoU for cooperation in Agriculture and Phytosanitary issues

India contributed 37 million USD in the 10th replenishment of IFAD for the period 2016-
2018: Shri Radha Mohan Singh

Shri Radha Mohan Singh meets Shri Maurizio Martina, Italian Minister for Agriculture, Food
and Forestry Policies

Union Agriculture and Farmers Welfare Minister, Shri Radha Mohan Singh welcomed the
visiting delegates led by Shri H.E Maurizio Martina, Italian Minister for Agriculture Food
and Forestry Policies , mentioning that India and Italy enjoy traditionally friendly and
cordial relations. Shri Radha Mohan Singh also conveyed that India attaches great
importance to the development of bilateral ties between the two countries and look
forward to further expand and strengthen ties between the two countries in various areas
including in the Agriculture sector. Shri Singh thanked the Italian Minister for participating
in the AGRIMACH India, 2017 along with a large business delegation.

Shri Singh identified areas such as agriculture machinery, training, investment,
institutional linkages, precision farming, cattle breeding and fisheries having much
potential for cooperation, and briefly provides the initiatives taken by the Government in
the field of agriculture market, soil health, irrigation, crop insurance etc.

Shri Singh also raised the issue of Indian exports of grapes and rice suffering on account
of arbitrary Maximum Residue Levels (MRLs) set by European Commission. He
suggested a mutually acceptable solution can found to this issue, as these limits were set
by EU without any scientific assessment being shared to India.

The two Ministers signed a new MoU for cooperation in Agriculture and Phytosanitary
issues that will replace the one signed in 2008. The MOU provides a good framework for
cooperation in this field. Earlier in the day, the Minister met Mr. Gilbert F Houngbo and
congratulated him on being appointed as the President, IFAD.

Shri Radha Mohan Singh said that India has always had an active association with IFAD
ever since it was set up in 1977 as the 13th specialized agency of the United Nations.
India is a founder member of IFAD, a key contributor among the member Countries,
participates actively in the Fund's governing bodies, and holds a permanent seat in IFAD
Executive Board. It currently holds the chairmanship of the Governing Council and of the
Evaluation Committee.

Union Agriculture Minister further said that he welcomes the new country strategy for
IFAD engagement in India for the period 2018-2024, which proposes to strategically
focus on 'smallholder food and agricultural production systems that are remunerative,
sustainable and resilient' and achieving India’s goal of doubling farmers' incomes. Shri
Singh also appreciated IFAD plans to establish sub-regional hubs in New Delhi to serve
as a sub-regional hub, covering Nepal, Bhutan, Bangladesh, Sri Lanka and Maldives
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besides India. This will significantly enhance opportunities for further investment,
technology and knowledge cooperation, including South-South Technical Cooperation
(SSTC).

Shri Singh said India has contributed 37 million USD in the 10th replenishment of IFAD
for the period 2016-2018. He further added that he looks forward to enhanced
cooperation between India and IFAD in the coming years. Together, we can do much
more by expanding the collaboration with the private sector, and to engage more
systematically in South-South Technical Cooperation involving public and private
organizations as well as farmers and their organizations.
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PPP: private profits promoted

The news of how much a private hospital recently charged a patient’s family for dengue treatment,
despite not being able to save the patient’s life, has was met with outrage and revulsion. The
private healthcare facility, based in the National Capital Region, has denied accusations of over-
charging and has justified the bill raised on the family of the deceased.

While social media users may have been hasty and impulsive in apportioning blame for the
alleged fudging, it is imperative that the matter be investigated and, if wrongdoing is proven, future
remedial measures provided. This is easier said than done. This simple act, normal in any rules-
based jurisdiction, is unlikely to reach any logical conclusion or create mitigating circumstances for
avoiding repeat performances in the future. One reason is the lack of a proper regulatory
framework—whether sector-specific or for entities shadowing the public-private partnership (PPP)
model.

At its core, this unseemly incident also questions the nature of government’s ties with the private
sector. While there is no doubt that the government needs to partner the private sector in multiple
areas, one unavoidable question keeps popping up: How is the lack of sectoral regulators, coupled
with the government’s increasing and unflinching faith in the private sector’s capacity to deliver
social sector targets despite evidence to the contrary, affecting outcomes?

NITI Aayog vice-chairman Rajiv Kumar hit the nail on the head during a conversation with The
Indian Express staffers recently: “All these private hospitals...they have been given land at a very
cheap cost—it is really like a public asset—on the premise that they will do what they promised.... I
am convinced that private hospitals in the tertiary space need far better regulation than what is in
place now. They must be made to stick to what they have promised.”

Indeed, the lack of sectoral regulators is aggravating the risk profile of numerous sectors. In many
sectors, the government doubles up as both service provider and regulator, creating serious
conflict of interest. It also raises questions about sequencing: should private sector be allowed
entry into various sectors without first establishing independent or autonomous regulatory
structures? In the absence of a credible regulator or a regulatory framework, empirical evidence
shows the sector often falls prey to regulatory capture and cronyism.

Even the Vijay Kelkar committee, set up to revitalize the PPP model in infrastructure, endorsed the
setting up of independent regulators: “The committee cannot overstate the criticality of setting up
independent regulators in sectors going in for PPPs.”

The Indian healthcare industry is a prime example of how lack of sectoral regulation has resulted
in government ceding space to the private sector, even in urban primary healthcare centres in
some cases. This has multiple consequences, especially with regard to levy of user charges which
remains unregulated. From there, it is just one step to billing a patient for over 600 syringes during
a two-week stay, which works out to an absurd consumption figure of 43 syringes a day.

Ironically, the National Health Policy 2017, while advocating a larger role for the private sector, has
reserved the regulatory role for the ministry, albeit with a deadpan display of diffidence: “The
regulatory role of the Ministry of Health and Family Welfare—which includes regulation of clinical
establishments, professional and technical education, food safety, medical technologies, medical
products, clinical trials, research and implementation of other health related laws—needs urgent
and concrete steps towards reforms. This will entail moving towards a more effective, rational,
transparent and consistent regime.”
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The PPP framework has many in-built infirmities: there are asymmetries in how the government
and the private sector partner share revenue and risks.

There is another fundamental problem with PPPs in the social infrastructure space: the private
sector partner needs to maximize profit, which is not always compatible with the stated objective of
providing universal access to quality services.

The World Bank’s page on public-private partnerships, while describing the Indian model, says
that bids are usually evaluated based on the lowest cost to government. It is common knowledge
that the lowest cost bid mode is a slippery slope and prone to abuse and sub-optimal outcomes.

Perhaps, as McKinsey, World Bank and the World Economic Forum have told us on different
occasions, the PPP model is indeed the way ahead to improve healthcare delivery in India. But, it
is also important to get the design right to make the delivery cost-efficient, timely, affordable and
profitable for all stakeholders.

Beyond the PPP nuts-and-bolts, there lies a larger moral question centred around the philosophy
of social contract and the elasticity of powers afforded to an elected government. Part of the
understanding or compact between the citizen and the elected legislative is that taxation revenue
will be used to provide public goods, especially to those who are unable to pay user charges. Over
the past 10-15 years, the government has steadily relinquished its space to the private sector as
the sole provider of public goods and services, with the private sector player gradually introducing
arbitrary and unregulated user charges. This breach of contract has serious implications for
society.

Rajrishi Singhal is a consultant and former editor of a leading business newspaper. His Twitter
handle is @rajrishisinghal.
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India and UK to sign an MoU in the Urban Transport Sector
India and UK to sign an MoU in the Urban Transport Sector

Shri Gadkari meets UK Secretary of State for Transport in London

India and United Kingdom will soon sign an MoU in the urban transport sector for

cooperation in policy planning, technology transfer and institutional organisation. The

Minister of Road Transport & Highways, Shipping and Water Resources, River

Development & Ganga Rejuvenation Shri Nitin Gadkari met Rt Hon Chris Grayling,

Secretary of State for Transport in the Government of UK in London yesterday, when the

two sides discussed a draft MoU in this regard.

The draft MoU seeks to facilitate cooperation in the transport sector and enable the

sharing of expertize and latest technology to promote efficient mobility solutions. It is also

expected to usher in policy reforms that can transform the transport sector through

improved customer service/data analysis and better use of IT systems. The MOU will

also help in promoting digital transactions and induction of high capacity diesel/electric

vehicles in India. This MOU will also establish the terms on which such assistance can be

provided.

The decision to sign the MoU follows from Shri Gadkari’s last visit to London in May this

year, during which he finalized bilateral cooperation arrangements between Transport for

London(TFL) and Indian Ministry of Road Transport & Highways to cover a wide range of

transport mobility solutions and associated activities in urban environment.

During his visit to London Shri Gadkari will also address a session of the International

Maritime Organization. He also addressed Indian business leaders in UK, urging them to

cooperate in the Namami Gange project of the Government.

NP/MS
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From Plate to Plough: For farmers, the next big idea

In his ‘Mann ki Baat’ on November 26, Prime Minister Narendra Modi asked farmers to cut urea
consumption by half by 2022. He cited an example of farmers in Tohu village in Himachal
Pradesh’s Hamirpur district who have increased wheat productivity by three times, reduced urea
consumption significantly through the use of soil health cards (SHCs) and increased their income
by Rs 5,000 to 6,000 per acre. This is indeed an outstanding achievement. The question,
however, is whether the feat of Tohu’s farmers can be scaled up at the all-India level by 2022, as
the PM has desired? And if so, how?

This call by the PM took the fertiliser industry by surprise. The industry had its flagship annual
event on December 5 and 6 in Delhi, where thousands of global and Indian fertiliser industry
stakeholders had gathered to exchange ideas, talk about innovations and draw up investment
plans. India is an important market, consuming about 30 million tonnes (MT) of urea annually, of
which about 24.5 MT is domestically produced and the rest is imported. Most of the industry
players had been projecting increasing consumption of urea in India, given that higher incomes
have increased the demand for food in the country. In such a situation, the PM’s call for halving
urea consumption by 2022 was somewhat puzzling to the fertiliser industry, more so when the
government itself is trying to increase urea production. The government has plans to revive four
dormant urea plants in Gorakhpur (Uttar Pradesh), Barauni (Bihar), Talcher (Odisha) and
Ramagundam (Telangana).

However, it is also true that in the last five years, urea consumption on a per hectare basis, has
stagnated in India and the overall per hectare consumption of nitrogen (N), phosphorous (P) and
pottasium (K) has declined somewhat (see graph). But is this due to dramatic changes in pricing of
DAP (diammonium phosphate) and MOP (muriate of potash) as result of the Nutrient Based
Subsidy (NBS) scheme? Can we ascribe the fall in consumption to government policies such as
those pertaining to SHC or Neem Coated Urea (NCU)? Or does the decline have anything to do
with the falling profitability of several crops in the past four years? Perhaps a mix of these factors
has led to a stagnation in urea consumption.
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The urban heat island effect

Rapid and unplanned urbanisation of cities and concomitant reduction in vegetation results in
increased rise in temperature compared to non-urban areas. To explain how this happens, a team
of researchers from IIT-Bhubaneswar studied the warming of Bhubaneswar, a tier-2 city, due to
rapid urbanisation compared to non-urban areas that surround it. The study was recently
published in the journal Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences, India Section A:
Physical Sciences.

Rapid urbanisation combined with changes in land use pattern between 2000 and 2014 led to
about 1.8°C warming of Bhubaneswar compared with surrounding non-urban areas (called the
urban heat island effect), the researchers say. The team, which was led by Debadatta Swain from
the School of Earth, Ocean and Climate Sciences at IIT-Bhubaneswar, found that increase in
urbanisation has been rapid at 83% in the last 15 years. This has led to about 89% decrease in
dense vegetation, about 2% decrease in water bodies and nearly 83% decrease in crop fields
during the same period. Decrease in crop areas could either be due to urbanisation or fields
remaining fallow. These changes have led to increase in the urban heat island effect. The central
part of the city has not witnessed much change in land cover, while the adjoining areas have
witnessed major changes due to expansion of the city, leading to the warming of the city.

“Bhubaneswar was once well covered by three forests. The 1999 Odisha super cyclone destroyed
many trees, and many trees have been cut for road expansion. Today, only a very small
percentage of forest cover is remaining,” says Debadatta Swain. All the losses mentioned
negatively impact the thermal and radiative properties of the surface and make cities hotter than
surrounding non-urban areas. With heavily built-up areas and concrete structures, most cities in
India and in the world are warmer than surrounding non-urban areas due to the urban heat island
effect. For instance, Delhi is 4-12°C warmer due to the urban heat island effect.

“With proper planning we can minimise the impacts. So urban dwellers may not suffer from
excessive changes to heat and rainfall patterns,” says V. Vinoj, one of the co-authors of the paper.

Receive the best of The Hindu delivered to your inbox everyday!

Please enter a valid email address.

The definition of harassment needs to be constantly updated, and the process for justice made
more robust
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The Indian Forest (Amendment) Bill, 2017

Science / Energy / Mines/ Environment

The Indian Forest (Amendment)
Bill, 2017

The Indian Forest (Amendment) Bill, 2017 was introduced in Lok
Sabha by Mr. Harsh Vardhan, Minister of Environment, Forest,
and Climate Change on December 18, 2017.  The Bills replaces
the Indian Forest (Amendment) Ordinance, 2017 and amends
the Indian Forest Act, 1927.  The Act consolidates laws relating
to forests, transit of forest-produce and the duty to be levied on
them.

●

Under the Act, the definition of tree includes palms, bamboos,
stumps, brush-wood, and canes.  The Bill amends this definition
of tree to remove the word bamboos.

●

Since bamboo is defined as a tree under the Act, its inter-state
movement requires permit when in transit in other states. 
Consequent to the amendment, felling or transportation of
bamboos growing in non-forest areas will not require any
permits.

●

Current Status: Pending
Ministry: Environment,
Forest and Climate Change

Stage Date
Introduction Dec 18,

2017
Com. Ref.
Com. Rep.
Lok Sabha Introduced
Rajya Sabha

Relevant Links

  Bill Text  (22 KB)

  PRS Bill Summary  (537
KB)

Related news articles

Bill to amend Indian Forest
Act tabled in Lok Sabha,
Indian Express, Dec 18,
2017
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Farm data set to get space tech boost

TCA Anant  

The quality of India’s agriculture sector statistics could soon improve with the government tapping
satellite imagery technologies to upgrade the yield estimation and acreage measurement exercise.

India’s farm output forecasts tend to see wide variations between preliminary reports and the final
estimates, which typically are released well over a year after sowing. Inaccurate farm data not only
ends up distorting market prices for food items but also muddle growth estimates for the overall
economy.

“If we can combine traditional technology of acreage, yield estimation with satellite imagery
through a small hand-held device, in which — when acreage is recorded and crop cutting
experiments are done — it will be possible for you to not only get the traditional estimates but also
the geospatial coordinates on which this experiment was done,” said TCA Anant, Chief Statistician
of India. He said work was underway on implementing this as the requisite technology-backed
applications were in place.

‘Nudge to adoption’

“It is (now) a question of working with all the state officials and the huge administrative machinery
in the districts to adopt it. That work is going on,” he said, speaking at a conference on geospatial
technologies hosted by Assocham.

The statistics and programme implementation ministry is also working with the National Remote
Sensing Centre (NRSC) to deploy geospatial technology for sample surveys, beginning with urban
areas.

The Urban Frame Survey will soon be completed and provide up-to-date maps of urban areas,
which, the Chief Statistician said, could be used for sampling purposes with necessary location
indicators.

“… To modernise our system of developing urban sample frames, we would be combining the
satellite image of urban areas with ground-mapping of the satellite image to permit you to develop
an urban frame,” said Mr. Anant.

“The advantage of this is that it is updated much more frequently than any physical ground survey
system could have done,” he added.
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Bamboo shoots

Bamboo is woody and can grow up to towering heights. Taxonomically, however, it’s a grass. This
scientific categorisation was at odds with bamboo’s legal status because a law dating back to the
colonial era classified the plant as a tree. On Wednesday, the Lok Sabha amended Section 2(7) of
the Indian Forest Act, 1927 which had led to bamboo being seen as timber. The significance of
this amendment is not merely academic. Classifying bamboo as a grass will remove the forest
department’s hold over the natural resource and open up a range of economic possibilities,
including reducing dependence on bamboo imports.

The colonial-era definition of bamboo had an economic logic as well: Forests had to be protected
because they were repositories of timber. Bamboo was slotted as a “forest produce” and placed in
the same category as palm and other trees. After Independence, generations of foresters
interpreted this provision to imply that bamboo being a tree was under the control of the forest
department. The woody plant would find its way to markets largely through auctions held by the
department. This monopoly has come in the way of India becoming a major player in the 60 billion
dollar global bamboo market. India has 30 per cent of the world’s bamboo resources, but still
imports the plant. According to a CII-India Development Foundation paper, “Industrialisation of the
bamboo sector in India”, at 13 million tonnes (mt) a year, the country’s bamboo production is far
short of the annual demand of 27 mt. India has nearly 14 million hectares of bamboo forests, but
the country’s share of the bamboo market is a measly 4.5 per cent. In contrast, China with 6.7
million hectares of bamboo forests holds about 50 per cent of the global market.

In 1996, the Supreme Court ruled that “felled bamboo” was not timber. And, the Forests Rights Act
(FRA), 2006, classified bamboo as a “non-timber forest produce”. But both the apex court and the
FRA stopped short of aligning bamboo with its taxonomic classification. Section 2(7) of the 1927
Act was never amended and this created confusion in implementing the court ruling and the FRA.
Wednesday’s amendments could prove to be a game changer. Bamboo is one of the fastest
growing plants. A pole of the plant can fully regenerate in three to five months, while other
commercially-important woody plants take about five years to mature. Removing the colonial-era
law could enable linking the bamboo sector with government initiatives such as Make in India. It
will need some hand-holding like subsidies and bank loans schemes, though.
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are farmers distressed across India?

What’s the problem?

The year 2017 was marked by several farmers’ protests nationwide, with a few turning violent.
Last month, in New Delhi, 184 farmer groups came together from Tamil Nadu, Maharashtra,
Madhya Pradesh, Uttar Pradesh, Punjab and Telangana to take part in a ‘protest walk.’ The
protest once again highlighted the plight of farmers and the extent of agrarian distress.

The agriculture sector is characterised by instability in incomes because of various types of risks
involved in production, market and prices. The National Commission of Farmers (2006), chaired
by M.S. Swaminathan, had pointed out that something “very serious and terribly wrong is
happening in the countryside.” The agriculture growth rates have been unsteady in the recent
past. While it was 1.5% in 2012-13, it rose to 5.6% in 2013-14. In 2014-15, the rate dipped to (-)
0.2%, while in 2015-16 it was 0.7%. The provisional estimate puts it at 4.9% in 2016-17. The trend
reflects the distress in the agriculture sector.

Why the crisis?

The main reason for farm crises is the rising pressure of population on farming and land assets.
Government data show the average farm size in India is small, at 1.15 hectare, and since 1970-
71, there has been a steady declining trend in land holdings. The small and marginal land holdings
(less than 2 hectares) account for 72% of land holdings, and this predominance of small
operational holdings is a major limitation to reaping the benefits of economies of scale. Since small
and marginal farmers have little marketable surplus, they are left with low bargaining power and no
say over prices.

As farmers have been demanding “freedom from debt and remunerative price” through several
platforms, they carry on fighting risks in production, weather and disaster, price, credit, market and
those in policy.

While crop production is always at risk because of pests, diseases, shortage of inputs like seeds
and irrigation, which could result in low productivity and declining yield, the lower than
remunerative price in the absence of marketing infrastructure and profiteering by middlemen adds
to the financial distress of farmers. Also, the predominance of informal sources of credit, mainly
through moneylenders, and lack of capital for short term and long term loans have resulted in the
absence of stable incomes and profits.

Further, it leads to defaults and indebtedness. Uncertain policies and regulations such as those of
the Agricultural Produce Market Committee , besides low irrigation coverage, drought, flooding
and unseasonal rains, are some other factors that hit farmers hard.

What about prices?

Farmers face price uncertainties due to fluctuations in demand and supply owing to bumper or
poor crop production and speculation and hoarding by traders. The government’s economic
survey for 2016-17 points out that the price risks emanating from an inefficient APMC market are
severe for farmers in India since they have very low resilience because of the perishable nature of
produce, inability to hold it, hedge in surplus-shortage scenarios or insure against losses.

Lakhwinder Singh, an agriculture expert at Punjabi University, Patiala, who has been mapping
rural Punjab for decades, points out that along with the slowdown in agricultural growth, the costs
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of farm inputs have increased faster than farm produce prices. The cost of capital too has
increased manifold over the years.

This turned agriculture into an unprofitable occupation and compelled farmers, especially the small
and marginal, to borrow costly money from informal sources of credit, which deepened the crises.

While the farming sector has its own set of risks, like any other economic activity, to increase and
ensure stable flow of income to farmers it is vital to manage and reduce the risks by analysing,
categorising and addressing them.

VIKAS VASUDEVA
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34 power projects in distress; Centre not to bear NPAs

Short circuit:Of the projects under stress, only 10% are in the transmission and distribution sector.
 

Almost a third of the distressed power plants unable to repay loans totalling crores of rupees are in
Chhattisgarh, show data from the Power Ministry.

Last week, the Ministry submitted a list of 34 such projects to a parliamentary panel on energy.
Ten of them are in the BJP-ruled Chhattisgarh.

The panel had posed a detailed questionnaire to the Union Ministries of Power, Coal and Finance,
the Reserve Bank of India, the lender banks and the developers. While many of the questions
were answered, the government continued to refuse to reveal the exact amount that these projects
owe to the banks.

In its reply, the government has all but shrugged off the responsibility of the high levels of non-
performing assets (NPA) in the power sector. “The decision to set up a power plant is taken by
concerned developer based on his own assessment,” the government said. “The developer has to
arrange all inputs like land, water, necessary clearances, sale of power under the power purchase
agreement.”

“In case of power sector, over-projection of demand of electricity accompanied with the aggressive
bidding decision were made by the developers and hence some of them are running in profit and a
few are in loss,” it said.

The government was vociferous in blaming the bidders of such projects, saying they should have
known about the costs and efficiencies prior to bidding and quoting the low tariffs that they did.

“It is expected that bidders would estimate their costs and efficiencies and will act rationally while
quoting tariffs so as to have a fair competition,” the government said in one of its replies.
“However, some of the bidders might have bid irrationally or overestimated their efficiencies or
underestimated their costs and might have quoted lower tariff.”

Coal not available

The government’s data show that the gross loans and advances given to the power sector as of
June 2017 amounted to Rs. 5.59 lakh crore, of which Rs. 37,941 crore was classified as gross
non-performing assets (GNPA). Within the GNPA, over 90% are from the power-generation
segment, while the rest are from transmission and distribution.

The government accepted that one of the top reasons for financial stress in thermal power projects
is the unavailability of fuel arising due to the cancellation of coal blocks. However, it reiterated the
sanctity of the power purchase agreements (PPA), saying that they must be honoured regardless
of the extraneous situations.

“It has been observed that the contracting parties are obliged to adhere [to] the terms and
conditions of the PPA even if it becomes onerous to one of the parties to perform the contract due
to change in market or other parameters subsequent to the signing of the PPA if such change is
not covered by the provisions of the PPA,” the government said.

The developers, however, beg to differ. In their answers, they have almost uniformly stated that
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the delay in the projects is due to reasons beyond their control. In its reply, IDFC Bank, which has
financed R.K. Powergen in Chhattisgarh, says that though the plant was initially to be set up in
Tamil Nadu, it was shifted to Chhattisgarh on the Ministry’s recommendation.

The company signed an MoU with the Chhattisgarh government in 2005. The company was
allotted a coal block in 2008. This allocation was later cancelled by the Supreme Court. The
Chhattisgarh government also refused to honour the PPA. “The government has been resorting to
coercive measures pressuring the company to cancel the PPA,” the bank said.

To a question from the parliamentary panel on whether these assets can be taken over and made
operational with government intervention, the Power Ministry said: “Generally, the government
would like to act as a facilitator by taking requisite steps to address the systemic issues relating to
stress.”

The Ministry says SHAKTI, or Scheme for Harnessing and Allocating Koyla (Coal) Transparently
in India, will provide “substantial relief” for six of the 34 projects.
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Driving to safety

Why isn’t road safety taken seriously in India? If this is too presumptive and arbitrary a question,
let us be precise. Why isn’t road safety taken seriously enough by most drivers and other road
users, the government authorities concerned, and education institutions like schools and colleges?

We as a society have largely come to live with road accidents. Each year, the number of fatalities
and injuries on the road ascends to a new adverse-high, even as media and public outcry is
increasingly scant and episodic. Data on violations of road safety is getting repetitive and even
boring — more than 400 deaths on roads every day, 17 deaths every hour, one death every three
minutes.

It is noteworthy then that the road safety cause has received heightened attention, enhanced
resources, and strengthened legislative and judicial support in the past few years. This push is
unprecedented. But are we getting anywhere closer to decoding the mystery of this “giant” killer?

Road accidents are one of the few predominant killers of mankind (animals too), where causes of
related fatalities are well established. It should therefore be easier to tackle each one of these
known multi-causal factors. This, however, does not seem to be happening. The sincere and high
optimism of the 2015 Brasilia Declaration, which called for 50 per cent reduction in road accidents,
is fast slipping out of our hands, if not hearts. I would place this at the doors of the somewhat
misplaced priority in the government’s approach to this huge crisis, and the not-so-inspiring
(uninspiring) government processes. First, the Centre and the state governments’ response to the
complex nature of the road safety jigsaw is mostly focused on long-term programmes. This distant
vision approach is not clubbed with the immediate task of ensuring day-to-day safety on roads and
highways. Second, the systems relating to ensuring effective road safety, from granting of driving
licence to adherence to basic traffic norms, are riddled with age-old routine practices, lack of
resources and modern tools, inefficiency, and corruption.

It may be high time to engage with a series of bold and innovative measures.

There should be little doubt that allowing only professionally trained and tested drivers on public
roads will largely address the primary and predominant cause of road accidents. This will not
materialise anytime soon if the licence-granting processes continue to be managed by government
departments, even if some of the steps are computerised. One viable option is to outsource pre-
driving education and training as well as scrutiny of the licence applications, including testing
driving skills, to certain reputed private agencies. The latter part could be worked out on the lines
of the successful VFS (visa facilitation services). The agency would examine various
requirements, particularly completion of the prescribed driving training, medical fitness
documentation, cross-checking knowledge of essential traffic rules, safety norms and driving
ethics, driving skills including in odd conditions and sensitive zones, consideration for pedestrians
and cyclists, among others. In light of the scrutiny and recommendations, the existing RTOs will
have the final authority to grant or refuse a licence.

Similarly, undergoing a detailed pre-driving training and education programme for prescribed
hours, should be mandatory. For the purpose, training schools can be selectively approved, both
from the public and private sectors. Existing drivers, with appropriate exceptions, shall also have
to go through the same process over a prescribed period.

The next measure should comprise of outsourcing certain highways, expressways, and important
urban and rural roads for managing exhaustive road safety programmes. Duly authorised and
backed by local police authorities, chartered private agencies should be tasked with undertaking
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routine and innovative measures to maintain exemplary safe conditions on the assigned roads.
Their primary target will be reduction of traffic crashes by a certain minimum fixed percentage.
These agencies will also provide for necessary intelligent tools and systems, manpower and other
resources required in satisfactory fulfilment of their objectives. A robust refresher training
programme for all road users must be built in such outsource-arrangements. This can be executed
with the assistance of the driving schools and selected NGOs in various residential and
institutional areas. Such joint ventures should also be encouraged to heavily rely on counselling as
a tool of road safety awareness, and detaining of minor rules-violating vehicles for the entire day,
in place of imposing ridiculously low fines.

Third, it would be equally important to run special road safety measures on the non-outsourced
and the other known accident prone roads. This can be done by the local authorities by notifying
such roads as

Zones of Excellence (ZoE) in road safety, and mounting detailed safe road efforts on a regular
basis.

A sound concept of road safety would mean not only saving lives but delivering change too. As the
Ministry of Road Transport and Highways notes, a safe road sector can support high growth rates
of the Indian economy. The state governments in India need to break through the hapless situation
and invent their own strategies and bring about positive change in the hitherto uncontrollable
fatality numbers. India can no longer afford to be shy of unconventional and bold measures.
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India’s first pod taxi on the way, to follow U.S. safety norms

The much-awaited India’s first pod taxi project has moved a step closer to reality after a high-level
panel recommended inviting fresh bids for the same conforming to the strictest safety standards
on the lines of those prescribed by an American body.

The projected Rs. 4,000-crore pod taxi scheme — also known as Personal Rapid Transit (PRT) —
is a dream project of Road Transport and Highways Minister Nitin Gadkari, and the NHAI has
been mandated to execute it on Delhi-Gurgaon pilot corridor (12.3 km) from Delhi-Haryana border
to Rajiv Chowk in Gurgaon on a PPP (public-private partnership) basis.

“The committee recommends issuance of a fresh EOI (expression of interest) incorporating
(automated people movers) APM standards and specifications, along with other general safety
parameters with Niti Aayog recommendations,” the five-member committee set up for technical
and safety standards of PRT, headed by transport expert S K Dhramadhikari, said.

The ambitious project has been plagued by delays as government think-tank Niti Aayog raised
some red flags, asking the highways ministry to direct initial bidders to prepare a 1-km pilot stretch
as all the technologies were unproven.

Subsequent delays were caused due to formation of the high- powered committee to lay down
safety and other specifications.

“We will be issuing bids very soon for the pod taxi project now, with all hurdles cleared. The safety
and security concerns will be taken care of as per the recommendation of the committee. This will
be a major step towards easing congestion on busy Dhaula Kuan-Manesar stretch and
revolutionising transportation,” Gadkari told PTI.

PRT is an advanced public transport using automated electric pod cars to provide a taxi-like
demand responsive feeder and shuttle services for small groups of travellers and is a green mode
of uninterrupted journey.

The committee in its report, a copy of which is with PTI, also recommended framing of request for
quotation (RFQ) based on discussions with interested players and stressed the need for
evaluation, based on performance in the test sections.

The automated people mover (APM) standards in the US as recommended by the committee for
the maiden PRT in India have been prepared by the American Society of Civil Engineers (ASCE)
and these constitute the minimum requirements for an acceptable level of safety and performance
for the PRT. “The APM standards include minimum requirements for the design, construction,
operation and maintenance of the various sub-systems of an APM system and are in general
relevant for a PRT,” the committee said. These include vehicle arrival audio and video visual
warning system, platform sloping, evacuation of misalighted vehicles, surveillance/CCTV, audio
communication, emergency call points and fire protection, among other advanced systems, it
added.

The pilot project, to be taken up on design, build, finance, operate and transfer (DBFOT) basis, is
meant for a 12.3-km stretch from Delhi-Haryana border on NH 8 (near Ambience Mall) to
Badshahpur via Rajiv Chowk, IFFCO and Sohna Road.

The model is in place in London’s Heathrow airport, Morgantown and Masdar city.
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Earlier, three global companies, including New Zealand’s Metrino Personal Rapid Transit that later
called off its joint venture with Indian partner Gawar construction, were picked during initial bids for
the project.
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Waterways authority awards Rs. 1,353 cr. tenders

Projects worth Rs. 1,353 crore have been awarded under the Jal Marg Vikas project. Termed as
sub-projects, these touch three States, and are scheduled to be ready between May 2018 and
December 2019. They include construction of multi-modal terminals and a navigational lock at
Farakka.

Implemented by the Inland Waterways Authority of India (IWAI), the Jal Marg Vikas (National
Waterway-I: River Ganga) Project envisages developing a 1,380-km long fairway between
Varanasi in U.P. and Haldia in West Bengal at an estimated cost of Rs. 5,369 crore. Scheduled for
completion by 2022-23, NW-1 would enable commercial navigation of large vessels.

Funds raised

Major activities covered are construction of multi-modal terminals, jetties, river information system,
channel marking, navigational lock, river training and conservancy works. Sources said that IWAI
raised Rs. 1,000 crore as bonds this year is being used by the authority for capital expenditure
during 2017-18. Funds would also flow through the allocation of 2.5% of Central Road Fund for
development and maintenance of NWs.

About Rs. 25,000 crore would be required for identified projects till 2022-23.

Sources added that projects under execution include the multi-modal terminal at Varanasi, and the
first phase of a similar terminal at Sahibgunj, Jharkhand.

Work is also apace at Haldia, where 61 acres were taken on 30-year lease for a terminal whose
project cost is estimated at Rs. 517 crore.
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Segregation must begin at home

End of year is time for reflection. As I think about the numerous columns I have written this year in
this space on the poor state of solid waste management and the lack of safe disposal of the waste
that we generate in our cities, I cannot help but think that the problem arises because the public
does not realise that lapses in waste management (garbage disposal as well as sewage
treatment) are directly connected with the incidence of disease. Otherwise, why would we regard
this as someone else’s problem to solve?

I also feel strongly that the basic fault lies with the middle and upper-income classes who ought to
recognise their critical role in the solid waste management chain and live up to it. The poor cannot
be blamed because they may lack knowledge and also have very little choice. They accept the
poor delivery of public services of all kinds as a fait accompli, for example, having to live in
unhygienic conditions with or without access to toilets and no sewerage connectivity and to buy
water from private tankers at exorbitant rates.

The middle classes and the upper-income households, on the other hand, ought to know better
and behave responsibly and collectively to ensure a clean and healthy environment for
themselves. This group typically dumps their unsegregated mixed waste at community bins and
looks away. Their attitude derives from a traditional approach of opting for private solutions to
public service delivery failures. For example, intermittent public delivery of water to households
can be converted to a 24 x 7 delivery situation by households investing in underground tanks,
booster pumps and overhead tanks.

Since poor solid waste management does not lend itself to individual private solutions, the
unsegregated waste from the households lies rotting at community bins, street corners and even
in nullahs (storm water drains) for weeks or months before it is transported to landfill sites, which
are mostly used only as dumpsites. The public health challenge is compounded by the huge
deficiencies in the sewerage and drainage networks.

The Solid Waste Management Rules 2016 clearly state that every waste generator which includes
every household, “shall segregate waste and store separately and hand over to Municipal workers
or Authorized waste pickers.” The Rules also specify that municipal governments have to make
door-to-door collection of segregated waste — wet, dry and hazardous. Even though three-fourth
of the municipal budget on solid waste management goes into collection and transportation, most
municipalities actually make only “secondary” collection of mixed waste from community bins,
while door-to-door collection is either outsourced to private agencies and/or NGOs or rests with
resident welfare associations who hire private waste pickers for collection of unsegregated waste
from door to door.

If the top third of the urban population would give the lead in handing over segregated waste for
collection at their doorstep to authorised (private or municipal) waste pickers, the municipal
governments can concentrate on the task of processing the different streams of waste for resource
recovery in a manner which will be financially and environmentally sustainable.

As I have pointed out in many columns, the wet waste or biodegradable waste (which is close to
60 per cent of India’s municipal solid waste) can be processed locally for composting and/or
biomethanation. This local processing must be done by the municipality or in public-private
partnership. Imagine the saving on transport cost if wet waste did not have to be hauled over long
distances but was processed in decentralised units. Compost provides a significant supplement to
chemical fertilisers because it replenishes nutrient-depleted soils. Biomethanation generates
biogas which is an excellent fuel, and also manure, which is an input for improving soil fertility.
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As for dry waste, the Solid Waste Management Rules 2016 have reduced considerably the burden
and simplified the challenge of managing municipal solid waste for the urban local governments by
taking construction and demolition waste out of the definition of municipal waste and specifying
separate Rules for the disposal of this waste. Since Indian households typically sell their
recyclable waste such as paper, plastic, glass, metals, etc, to kabadiwallahs for recycling, what is
left of the municipal solid waste for landfills (after safe disposal of domestic hazardous and
biomedical waste) will be only about a quarter of the total solid waste that is generated in our
cities, that is, 16-18 million tonnes out of a total of 64-70 million tonnes annually.

Possibilities for producing RDF and/or incineration out of this residual waste will depend on the
calorific content of this waste. While incineration offers a last-mile solution after reduction,
segregation, and recycling, the incineration plants can emit toxic gases in the air if they are not
equipped with appropriate filters. Effective mechanisms for monitoring the emissions from these
plants and enforcing the standards must be in place before such plants are set up, and resident
welfare associations will have to be watchful that the regulations are enforced. The resident
welfare associations must play a leadership role in ensuring that waste is segregated and
collected in conformity with the SWM Rules 2016. They have the ability to persuade municipalities
to pursue the path of segregation and they will be morally in a strong position to demand greater
accountability from the government. Penalties for non-segregation need to be notified by the
municipal governments and enforced on erring households if this is to work. The resident welfare
associations can lend their moral support to the enforcement.

Behaviour change is not easy to accomplish. A policymaker from Singapore in the field of solid
waste management once told me that they believe it takes three generations to bring about
sustained behaviour change. It is for this reason that they have a massive awareness campaign to
inculcate the right practices for effective solid waste management. In India, the challenge is even
greater because, in the middle to higher income households, the waste is handled by domestic
staff rather than the home-makers themselves. So, you need to be aware of the importance of
segregation of waste but you also need to be vigilant that the instructions for keeping the wastes
separate are carried out.

The Swachh Bharat Mission must emphasise more the importance of segregation of wet waste
from dry waste. A deeply worrying development in this respect is that a number of municipal
governments are using compactors to compress the mixed waste before hauling it to the landfill
sites. The compacted mixed waste is no good for biomethanation. The biodegradable content in
the unsegregated waste leads to higher moisture content and lower calorific value, thus also
making it less suitable for waste to energy conversion. And the presence of wet waste in the
garbage hills at the dumpsites generates leachate which contaminates groundwater in the area
and also methane which is a potent greenhouse gas.

The awareness campaign for Swachh Bharat must also highlight the link between Swachh Bharat
and Swastha Bharat. By removing the garbage out of sight, we do not take care of the problem. As
our cities expand, the garbage hills that we have created at the landfill sites on the outskirts of our
cities get closer and closer, and so does the danger to our health. These columns have provided
examples of how bioremediation and biomining are the solutions to the challenge posed by the
legacy of accumulated unsegregated waste at our landfill sites. This column shows how we can
collectively reduce the challenge of managing the solid waste flows that we generate currently by
beginning to segregate at home.

The writer is chairperson, ICRIER, Delhi, and former chairperson of the high-powered expert
committee on urban infrastructure and services
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A reform agenda for Indian cities

The Union ministry of housing and urban affairs has prepared a comprehensive road map for
municipal reforms. From 2015 to 2017, some basic reforms were implemented in 500 cities under
the Atal Mission for Rejuvenation and Urban Transformation. For example, 104 cities in 14 states
collected more than 90% of user charges; 21 states have established municipal cadres; 256 cities
started offering online citizen services; 21 states established state finance commissions; and 363
cities have completed credit rating. Now, the time has to come to go to the next level of reforms.
That’s where the road map, consisting of three tiers of reforms, comes in.

As far as tier I reforms go, the purpose is to accelerate ongoing key financial and service delivery
reforms. There are three sets of reforms: (1) Cities have to submit financial year audited accounts
for the two years preceding the one in which the municipality seeks to claim the performance
grant, (2) cities have to show an increase in their revenue over the preceding year, as reflected in
the audited accounts. Specifically, urban local bodies have to recover more than 70% of their
revenue expenditure from their own revenue receipts, and (3) cities have to measure and publish
service levels for coverage of water supply, reduction of non-revenue water, 24x7 water supply
and scientific processing of solid waste. Once these conditions are met, cities get the performance
grant (Rs18,000 crore in five years) set down by the Fourteenth Finance Commission.

Tier 2 consists of five transformative reforms: (1) formulating and implementing value-capture
financing policy, (2) ensuring that all urban local bodies undergo credit rating and cities with
investible- grade rating issue municipal bonds, (3) professionalize municipal cadres by creating
five of them, filling up posts and allowing lateral entry of professionals, (4) implementing the trust
and verify model, and (5) enacting and implementing a land-titling law with a focus on using
information technology.

The trust and verify model is a paradigm shift from the current process for municipal permissions.
While granting building permissions, cities generally inspect first and give approvals later. This is
the verify and trust model. The process of inspection results in time delays and cost overruns, and
opens up opportunities for rent seeking.

Inverting this process gives us the trust and verify process in which permission is issued first and
inspection taken up later. The assumption is that citizens can be trusted and will furnish correct
information. Applications are submitted online with required attachments (documents), machine-
checked for accuracy and completeness and building permissions issued. Inspections are only
carried out after permission is issued.

Land titling in urban areas is another area of concern. A 2001 McKinsey study has reported that
most, over 90% by one estimate, of the land titles in India are ‘unclear’ and land market distortions
and unclear land titles cost India around 1.3% of gross domestic product. In India, ownership
rights to property are proved through title deeds—a chain of documents that provide evidence of
the transfer of title from one person to another over the years, all the way to the current owners.
Even though the law provides that transfers of title and interest in property should be registered,
this only provides limited assurance. Transfers can be challenged in several ways—from family
members who may claim title through inheritance to unknown third parties who try to assert their
right to specific performance.

Therefore, the need is to devise a mechanism by which transfers cannot be set aside. One way is
to formulate a land-titling law. The Rajasthan government, for instance, has passed the Urban
Land (Certification of Titles) Bill, 2016 to issue certificate of ownership to state residents living in
urban areas. The new reform agenda incentivises all states to enact similar legislation.
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States/cities are also incentivised to use leapfrog technology, such as the blockchain. Blockchain
is a digital ledger of transactions—here, property—which allows digital information (of property
titles and transactions) to be distributed. The database is not stored in a single location; no
centralized version exists as it is hosted by millions of computers simultaneously belonging to all
interested entities. Every user of the blockchain has a copy of the entire ledger of transactions
concerning the property and every transaction is uploaded on each such copy of the ledger.

Thus, information is shared and continually updated and there is an immutable history of every
property transaction that can be viewed by all interested parties and tampered with by no one.
Moreover, each property transaction is time stamped, further reducing the possibility of fraud.
Other services, such as notarial and escrow, can also be added. This is similar to the
encumbrance certificates for properties being given by state government registration departments.

The focus of tier 3 is rapid and even more transformational reforms along three main avenues:
governance, planning and finance. The emphasis is on (1) deepening decentralization and
strengthening urban local bodies through greater devolution of funds, functions and functionaries,
(2) own source revenue mobilization for self-reliance and (3) flexibility in urban planning,
particularly aligning master plans to changing socio-economic conditions in cities. These involve
reforms that can be pushed for enhancing downstream accountability mechanisms, like making
local ward committees responsible for operation and maintenance of projects, etc. States and
cities compete against each other and the incentive is given based on competition. They have the
flexibility to define their reform paths and innovate; only the what of reforms is given, the how is left
to states.

Sameer Sharma is a civil servant. Views expressed are personal.
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‘India leads in global milk production’

Radha Mohan Singh  

Union Agriculture Minister Radha Mohan Singh on Thursday said during the past three years,
India has outpaced the global milk production with an annual growth rate of 5.53% compared with
the 2.09% achieved globally.

Speaking at the Consultative Committee meeting on Dairy Development held in New Delhi, Mr.
Singh said India has been the largest producer of milk in the world for the past 15 years.

163.7 million tonnes

“Milk production, which was around 17-22 million tonnes in the 1960s, has increased to 163.7
million tonnes in 2016-17. Particularly, it has increased by 19% during 2016-17 in comparison to
the year 2013-14. Similarly, per capita availability of milk has increased from 307 grams in 2013-
14 to 351 grams in the year 2016-17. Similarly, the income of dairy farmers increased by 23.77%
in 2014-17 compared to 2011-14,” he said.

Mr. Singh said the Department of Animal Husbandry, Dairying and Fisheries (DAHDF) has
initiated a number of schemes with the objective of doubling the dairy farmers’ income.

“In this direction, dairy farmers’ income is being raised in two ways – one by raising milk
production and productivity and by increasing the price of raw milk per kg,” he added.

He said to meet future challenges, it is necessary to gradually shift towards a technology-driven
environment.

Shift towards technology

“To achieve the same, DAHDF is working on a National Action Plan Vision 2022, where along with
enhancing the outreach of dairy cooperatives to additional villages and milk producers, suitable
provisions are being made to build additional milk processing infrastructure for processing
additional volume of milk expected on account of higher milk production and meeting the
increased demand for value-added products,” he said.
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Are state utilities risking centre’s mission for creating renewable capacity?

Mumbai: Renewable Energy capacity addition is one of the flagship showcase programmes of the
government of India (GoI) that announced India’s ambition to the world. GoI targets to add 100
gigawatts (GW) of solar capacity and 60GW of wind capacity by 2022.

Quite a lot has been achieved since 2009, when GoI announced the Jawaharlal Nehru National
Solar Mission. India has managed to achieve huge capacity addition with current installed capacity
having crossed 13GW and 32GW of solar and wind power, respectively.

For the first time in 2016-17, the net capacity addition of renewables crossed conventional
power—India added ~11GW of solar and wind as compared to ~7GW of coal-based capacity.

If one looks at a global comparison, India is today ranked as the second most attractive market for
renewables after China and ahead of the US, according to EY’s latest survey on Renewable
Energy Country Attractiveness (RECAI). Under the competitive bidding regime, both solar and
wind projects have seen tariffs plummeting to grid-parity levels.

Today, renewable power is perhaps cheaper than conventional power if you go by some recent
bids.

Having said that, recent actions taken by state utilities such as in Uttar Pradesh, Tamil Nadu,
Jharkhand, Andhra Pradesh and Karnataka to renegotiate tariffs and/or scrap past bids threaten to
derail the efforts taken by the central government to push renewable energy.

These actions only reinforce the key concern that has always been expressed by developers and
lenders alike, which is that in a falling tariff regime, will state utilities continue to honour power
purchase agreements (PPAs) or past commitments?

This issue has the potential to irreversibly damage capacity addition in the sector leading to India
falling far short of the announced targets and impacting India’s image as a pro-investment
destination.

In the current scenario, there are theoretically two options for central and state authorities; first is
to wait till tariffs stabilize and start procuring power only after that, and the second is to understand
and accept the declining tariff trend and frame policies around the same.

The first alternative is obviously not practical because “If not now, then when? If not at this tariff,
then at what tariff?” The need to add power generation capacity is now, more so given the dearth
of coal-based capacity being added by the private sector.

This leaves us with only the second option, which is to design a robust policy framework
acknowledging the sector dynamics and supported by solid implementation.

Few suggestions that can be considered by the concerned authorities are:

• Encourage state utilities to have a well-defined short and medium-term plan for procurement of
renewable energy, which have been pre-approved by the respective State Electricity Regulatory
Commissions—this should be announced well in advance and authorities should be mandated to
adhere to the timelines stipulated irrespective of the prevalent tariff. This will help address the
feeling of buyers’ remorse among state utilities that is currently prevalent due to the falling tariff
scenario.
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• Package projects so that there is minimal probability of any delays that can be attributed to
governmental authorities post award of the project—execute back-to-back power off-take
agreements with state utilities before inviting bids (in case of central auction), provide enabling
infrastructure like Solar Parks, evacuation permits for the project special purpose vehicles (SPVs),
etc. The auctions should only be undertaken once these basic requirements are addressed by the
auctioning authority.

• PPAs with successful bidders should be signed within a fixed time-frame of say 30 days of the
completion of the auction. This will avoid any large time gap between the auction results and the
signing of the PPA wherein results of other state/central auctions in the intervening period cause
the state utilities to have a rethink. This will eliminate instances like the Jharkhand state auction,
where PPAs were not signed for a 1,200megawatts (MW) solar auction conducted in March 2016
till September 2017 and the state utility is now renegotiating tariffs.

• Have a clear policy in place wherein tariffs discovered through a competitive process should not
be allowed to be questioned/renegotiated by any authority.

• Authorities should also recognize the fact that delays may take place in the Indian context in
project execution and that the private sector is not always delaying projects for financial gains.
Authorities should consider providing some flexibility in timelines in case projects are delayed due
to genuine reasons rather than cancelling PPAs while also penalizing promoters who have
unjustified reasons for delaying projects.

• In the immediate term— perhaps we need to have more projects under central auctions since
investors seem to be clearly preferring these projects. This would enable even those states that do
not have the adequate renewable resource to procure renewable energy and meet their renewable
purchase obligations (RPOs).

Given climate change considerations, developers and investors worldwide are keen to invest in
renewable energy. India, with its immense potential for renewable energy and development needs,
presents probably the largest economic and social market for such investors.

In other words, the stars are aligned for the renewable energy market in India. Success is
imminent unless we mess it up.

All that is required is a stable and equitable policy regime and a long-term integrated approach
amongst the centre and state authorities in planning renewable energy procurement.

Sushi Shyamal is partner - transaction advisory services at EY and Jitesh Khatrani is senior
manager - transaction advisory services at EY.

feedback@livemint.com
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